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Chapter 21 
 
Fractioning, Tremolo, and Ornaments 
 

Fractioning (Note Repetition) [T13A, 13.1] 
When a printed note is accompanied by signs indicating that it is to be divided or fractioned 

into multiple notes of a specified smaller value at the time of execution, the braille fractioning 
prefix (dots 45) is transcribed after the note, together with a second sign defining the particular 
smaller value.  Thus in all fractioning situations the first sign of the combination will remain 
constant; the second will vary according to the notation.  The second halves of the combinations 
agree in dot arrangement with the signs for the five finger marks.  Only a dot or a finger mark 
separates a fractioning sign from the note.  (It should be noted that in Music Braille Code, 1997 
this procedure of dividing a note is called “note-repetition.”) 

 
Fractioning signs are shown as follows.  (See Table 13A in Music Braille Code, 1997 for 

128ths.) 
 
The fractioning prefix: ^ 
 
Signs for dividing the note into: 
 

Quarters  Eighths  16ths   32nds   64ths 
^A  ^B  ^L  ^1  ^K 

 
The following two examples illustrate the use of fractioning signs. 
 

Example 21-1 
    #D4 

.NL^LSA^L 

 
 
Example 21-2 

   #D4 

"&^A !^A 

 
 

If four or more consecutive notes are shown with the same fractioning indication, as in 
Example 21-3, the doubling process may be used, but only the second half of the two-cell 
combination is brailled twice, where doubling commences.  The end of the doubling is shown 
with the full sign placed after the last note to be affected. 

������44 � �3
1

��������44 � �� � � � � � � �
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Example 21-3 
        #F8 

"$'^BB\' ['\'^B ['Vx 

 
In all transcriptions intended for general use, fractioning signs should always be transcribed 

exactly as shown.  These signs are not particularly simple ones to read and apply, however.  
Therefore, a table of fractioning signs, and their interpretation, should be included on the Special 
Symbols page of the transcription if there is reason to believe that the reader is not acquainted 
with them.  (The Special Symbols page will be discussed in Chapter 23.) When it is requested 
that fractioning signs not be used, the braille repeat sign can be used to replace the shortening 
device employed in the print.  In Example 21-4, for instance, the print shows the first compound 
beat written in full; the second beat is abbreviated with a fractioning sign.  If, for some reason, 
simplification were requested, as in music for school children, the second half of the measure 
could be shown with a repeat sign.  In the transcription presented here, however, the measure is 
brailled as shown in the print. 

 
Example 21-4 

   #F8 

"HHH\'^B 

 
The specific positioning of fractioning signs when chords are being transcribed will be 

discussed in Chapter 26. 
 
Tremolo (Note Alternation) [T13B, 13.2] 
When the print notation indicates that two adjacent notes are to be alternated in tremolo 

fashion, in a particular smaller value, the tremolo prefix (dots 46), followed immediately by a 
second sign that defines the smaller value, is brailled between the two notes.  Tremolo signs 
may be separated from the initial note only by a dot or a finger sign; unlike fractioning signs, 
they may not be doubled. 

 
Tremolo signs are shown as follows.  (See Table 13B in Music Braille Code, 1997 for 

128ths.) 
 

The tremolo prefix: . 
 
Signs for alternating the notes: 
 

Eighths  16ths   32nds   64ths 
.B   .L   .1   .A 

 
It should be noted that while the second parts of the tremolo signs indicating eighths, 16ths, 

and 32nds resemble the 2nd, 3rd, and 4th finger marks respectively, just as they do in the 
fractioning signs, the sign for the 64th value does not follow that pattern.  One might have 
expected it to be composed of dots 13, the sign for the 5th finger, rather than dot 1.  Tremolo 
signs are illustrated in Example 21-5. 

�����������68 � � � � � �� � � � � �

������68 � � � � �
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Example 21-5 
a. 

    #D4 

.N.LPO.LQ 

 
b. 

  #D4 

"Y.1= 

 
 

How to use tremolo signs with chords will be explained in Chapter 26. 
 
Ornaments [T15, 15] 
Four simple ornaments are presented in this chapter: appoggiaturas (grace notes), trills, turns, 

and mordents.  An ornament is brailled in front of the note it embellishes and should be placed 
on the same braille line with that note.  An exception is made where an extensive succession of 
short appoggiaturas occurs, and it is not possible to place all of them on the line with the main 
note.  An ornament is preceded by a word-sign expression or an opening bracket, but it is 
followed by an accent or similar symbol.  A full-measure or part-measure repeat includes any 
ornaments associated with the repeated notes. 

 
An ornament does not require that an octave mark be shown for the note that follows. 
 
Appoggiaturas 
A long or a short appoggiatura is shown by brailling the appoggiatura prefix before the 

small note, and the small note is then shown in its printed value and pitch.  The prefix follows 
a word-sign expression or an opening bracket, and precedes an accent or similar symbol, an 
accidental, and an octave mark.  The prefix notifies the reader that the rhythmic value of the 
small note is not to be counted as part of the total value of the measure.  Appoggiaturas may not 
be grouped, and they should be brailled according to their true value in each case. If there are 
four or more successive appoggiaturas, doubling may be applied by brailling the prefix twice 
before the first small note of the series. The doubling is terminated by brailling the prefix once 
before the last small note to be affected. 

 
The occurrence of appoggiaturas will not interrupt any doubling that may be in progress, 

provided that the appoggiaturas themselves also are affected by the particular doubling indication 
being shown.  If they are not also affected, however, the doubling should be terminated 
preceding the appoggiaturas and then be restated following their transcription. 

 

Short appoggiatura prefix: for 	    or   � �   5 
 
Long appoggiatura prefix: for 	    or   �    or   �  "5 

 

�������44 � � � �

�������44 � �
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 Example 21-6 illustrates short appoggiaturas.  The single, short appoggiatura is printed as a 
small eighth note with a stroke through its hook.  Two or more are printed as small notes joined 
with ligatures. 
 
Example 21-6 

������������������������
 � �	 � �	 � � � � � �� � � � � � � � � � �� � � �� �� � � � � � � �1
3  2

 
              .C 

#A "R5JN TA5ELNB $5=5&ED:5&5ZDJ 

  .D'55ONT5NZF'55QPO5P=%G'(EX 

 
Example 21-7 illustrates long appoggiaturas.  The eighth value should be carefully checked; 

it does not have the stroke through the hook. 
 

Example 21-7 

�������������������
 � � � � � � � � � � � � �� � � 	 	 	 	 �
 

               .C 

#A "5.pz "5:N"5WN "5F:"5E?"5DW"5J[ 

  .ZFGF"5:PV 

 
Appoggiaturas should always be placed where they appear, even in those instances where 

they are printed at the close of a measure and the note they embellish is in the following 
measure. 

 
Slurs with Appoggiaturas [T12A, 12.9] 
Small independent slurs are often shown in print with these diminutive notes, to act as a 

visual aid.  In general braille procedure, such slurs are not treated differently from any other 
slurs.  However, for use in facsimile transcriptions, a special appoggiatura slur is used.  The 
sign is shown in the following manner. 

 
Appoggiatura slur:  ;C 
 
Example 21-8 is shown as a normal transcription (a) and as a facsimile transcription using 

appoggiatura slurs (b).  No further use of this special slur will be shown in this book. 
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Example 21-8 

��������������������24 � � � � � � � � � � � �	� � � � � �
 

a. 
        %#B4 

#A 5%.DCECJJJ 5.&C5=CHCFFF 

  ;B5.(5!5)IH^2HH 

b. 
         %#B4 

#A 5%.D;CECJJJ 5.&;C5=;CHCFFF 

  5.(;C5!;C5);CICHHH 

 

The Trill [T15B, 15] 
In print the trill may be indicated by the abbreviation or by the symbol, or both.  In a series of 

four or more notes with trills, the trill sign may be doubled as long as the print symbol itself is 
not altered by an accidental. 

 
The trill sign:  6 

 
Example 21-9 

  <<<#C4 

.ICGC6R 
 

Accidentals Shown with Ornament Symbols 
An accidental shown in conjunction with an ornament symbol affects the auxiliary note that 

is implied by the symbol, but does not actually appear in the notation.  Therefore, such an 
accidental is brailled preceding the ornament.  An accidental affecting the written note itself is 
brailled as usual, immediately preceding the note.  In the first measure of Example 21-10 the flat 
applies to the unwritten note, and the flat precedes the trill sign.  In the second measure only the 
written note is inflected.  In the fourth measure both trill and note are affected by accidentals. 

 
Example 21-10 

������������������� 44 � � � ��� � � �� � �� � � �� � ������� � ������� �
 

             #D4 

<6_( \'6%G\'^J ?<$\"? <6<! RU 

 

Any fingering shown for the execution of an ornament other than an appoggiatura is 
brailled in its proper sequence, after the written note, as shown in Example 21-11.  

��������� ��� 34 � � ��
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Example 21-11 
      #I8 

6.P'l∙5%Z5&IXX 

 
 

If a trill sign extends over tied notes, the trill sign is brailled once only, before the first note 
to be affected.  If a trill continues throughout a measure that is repeated consecutively, repeat 
signs and ties can carry the trill through the repeated measures.  In this case, it is desirable to 
show the trill sign again before the last note to be affected.  This procedure should make the 
execution of the trill perfectly clear to the reader. 
 
Example 21-12 

������������������ 34 � � � � � � � � � � � � � �������� ��������������������
 

             #C4 

6^S'@C [VV 6_S'@C 7@C 7@C 6[VV 
 
Turns [T15B, 15] 
In print music, turns and inverted turns are shown in one of two locations: either between 

notes, or directly above or below a note, according to how the turn is to be executed.  In braille, 
these two turns, in each position, are indicated as follows. 

 
The turn: 

Shown between notes:   �� �  4 

 

Shown directly above or below a note:    ,4 

 
The inverted turn: 

Shown between notes:   � ��  4l 

 
Shown directly above or below a note:    ,4l 
 

If finger marks are shown for a turn, they are brailled in proper succession, immediately 
following the affected note and after its initial finger mark.  The turn sign shown between notes 
may initially cause confusion for the transcriber because, while it appears after the note it affects 
in print, in braille it must be placed before the note.   Example 21-13 illustrates the use of 
different turn signs. 

 

�� ��
����

�����������98 � � �� � ���������3 1 � ��
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Example 21-13 

��������������
����������������������� �� 44 � � � � � � �� �� � � � � � � � � � � � �
� �� � � � �� � � � � � �

� � �
� �

4
2

3212 5

 
                %%#D4 

#A "S4.:GF ;:'J%H,4EF"J :?U .[14]BLBAB" 

  .JKIHG 4L"S.]'F O',4L: $VU 

 
Accidentals Affecting a Turn [T15B] 
Brailling accidentals for any of the turn signs is a little more involved than brailling 

accidentals for other ornaments.  The transcriber must indicate whether accidentals are printed 
above the sign, below the sign, or in both positions, so that the reader can tell which auxiliary 
notes (upper, lower, or both) are to be inflected.  If an accidental is printed above the turn the 
accidental alone is brailled before the turn sign.  If an accidental is printed below the turn, the 
accidental is preceded by dot 6.  If accidentals appear in both positions, the upper one is 
brailled first, and the lower one is preceded by dot 6.  Example 21-14 illustrates the use of 
various turn signs shown with accidentals. 

 
Example 21-14 

�����������������
�����������������
� ��� 
 � � �� � � � � � � � � � � �
� ��� �� � � � � � � � � �� �� � � � �

� �
�

� �
��

 
                 <<<.C 

#A <4.NG<FED "R,*4.?FE ED??"\ *I'.&$@C" 

  .F'=*,%4H'*! *IY)T"W 

 
The same procedure, brailling a dot 6 in front of an accidental to show that it affects a lower 

tone of an ornament, can also be used with a trill sign in the rare instance where an accidental is 
shown below the trill to indicate that the lower closing tone is affected. 

 
Mordents [T15C and D, 15] 
In print music there are an upper and a lower mordent, and either may be shown in short 

form or extended form.  The braille signs for the four variants of the mordent are shown as 
follows.   
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Notice that the print symbols for the lower mordent are the same as those for the upper 
mordent, with the addition of a short vertical line bisecting the symbol.  Likewise, the braille 
symbols for the lower mordent are the same as those for the upper mordent, with the addition of 
dots 123, that coincidentally form the letter “l.”  Some transcribers use this coincidence of “l,” 
“lower,” and “line” as a convenient memory aid. 

 
Upper mordent: 

Short form:  �  "6  Extended form: ��  ;6 

Lower mordent: 
Short form:  � "6L  Extended form: ��  ;6L 

 
An accidental shown with a mordent immediately precedes the ornament.  Only one 

accidental will be encountered, of course, because only one auxiliary note is used in executing a 
mordent.   

 
Example 21-15 illustrates the use of the four variants of the mordent. 
 

Example 21-15 

������������������������� �� 34 � � � � � � � � � � � �� �� � � � � � � �� � �� �� � �� ��� �
 

                <<#C4 

#A .:.W"6I'( ;6R$ "6LQDF E*F%GH;6L[@C 

  .IJH'%=HI *"6SV 

 
 
Information concerning other ornaments is given in Music Braille Code, 1997.  
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Order of Signs  (Signs in bold type were added in this chapter.) 
Preceding the note: 

clef sign (if required) 
forward-repeat sign 
first or second ending sign 
reminder tie (if required) 
simple word-sign expression 
line of continuation sign 
opening bracket slur or overlapping slur 
music comma 
triplet or irregular-grouping sign 
larger or smaller value sign 
up-bow or down-bow 
accidental(s) for ornament (upper before lower) 
ornament 
signs of expression or execution that precede a note 

staccato or staccatissimo 
 accent 
 tenuto 
 any others of these signs 
accidental 
octave mark 
 

Following the note: 
dot 
finger mark 
fractioning (note repetition) or tremolo sign 
fermata 
single slur or opening double slur 
closing bracket slur 
tie 
termination sign for line of continuation or “hairpin” 
breath mark 
music comma (if required) 
closing bar or backward-repeat sign 
music hyphen 
 

(Please transcribe all of the drills and exercises for this chapter according to general braille 
procedure, not as facsimile transcriptions.) 
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Drills for Chapter 21 
(Correct transcriptions of these drills start on page 298.) 

 
Drill 1 

���������������������
�������������
� 68 �� � �� � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � ��

 � � � � � � � �� � � � �� �
�

� �������� � ���
� �

�
 

 
Drill 2 

����������������
����������������������� 34 	� �� 	� �� 	 �� 	 ��

� � � � � � � �
� � � � � �� � � � � � � � � �

� � � � � � �
� � 	 �

 
 
Drill 3 

�������������������������
 � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � �� �� ���
 

 
Drill 4 

������������������������

������������������������

 �� 34 � � � � � � � � � � � �� � � � �������
ff � � � � � � � � � � � � � �

 �� �� � �� � � �� � � � � � � � � � � � �
�

� � ���
�

cresc.

� �
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Exercises for Chapter 21 
Exercise 1 

������������������������ 
 � � � � � � � � � � � � � �� � � �
� �
�

 
Exercise 2 

���������������������
�������������������
�
 � � � � �� � � �� � � � � �
�� � � � �� � � � � �� � �

� � � �
� � � �
� �� ��

� ��
 

 
Exercise 3 

����������������������
����������������������
 � 
 � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � �
 � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � �

	 	 	

� � � � � � � �
 

 
Exercise 4 

���������������������
�����������������
� ��� 44 � � � � � � � � � � � � � �
� ��� � � � � � � � � � � � �

� � �� � � �� �
 

 
Exercise 5 

�������������������
�������������������
�
�

 � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � �	 	

� ��� � � � � � �	 �� � � � �	
� � � �! !

 
 
Exercise 6 

��������������������� �� 34 � � � � �� � � � � � � � � � � ����� �� 	2
143

2

3

1
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Chapter 22 
 
Simple Songs and Choral Parts 
 

This chapter will prepare the student to transcribe uncomplicated vocal music such as 
favorite and well-known songs and individual parts extracted from choral music typically used in 
schools, churches, and social situations. More advanced problems in vocal music transcription 
will be discussed in Chapter 31. 
 

General Introduction to Transcribing Vocal Music [T22, 22] 
In print, the voice part in a vocal solo and the accompaniment are usually shown together in a 

three-staff system, the vocal line and the words above the accompaniment, all aligned vertically.  
In braille, however, the voice and accompaniment are not transcribed together.  The entire voice 
part is brailled, and then, if it is to be included in the transcription, the accompaniment is 
transcribed independently.  The transcription of accompaniments will be presented in Chapter 
28, after the student has studied the brailling of music for keyboard instruments.  Only single 
voice parts will be presented in this chapter. 

 
While choral music is usually printed in score form, with all of the voice parts vertically 

aligned, each voice part is transcribed separately in braille.  Therefore, each part is transcribed 
essentially as a solo. 

 
The format that is used for a vocal solo is referred to as “line-by-line.”  Two braille lines are 

used as one unit or parallel.  No identifying prefixes are employed.  In print, words are normally 
printed beneath the music, but in braille, the words are placed on the upper line of the two, 
starting at the margin, and the corresponding music is brailled on the lower line, indented two 
cells.  The two lines of the parallel must not be separated; if the first line of the pair would fall at 
the bottom of a braille page, the entire parallel must be carried over to the following page.  More 
often than not, the words will require more space than the relevant music, so that it is usually 
advantageous to try to arrange the word line first.  There is no attempt to align words and music 
within the parallel.  Both words and measures may be divided at the end of a line, with their 
proper respective hyphen marks. 
 

By international agreement, all song text is to be transcribed in uncontracted braille, and in 
a score that is so transcribed, all titles, directions, and transcriber’s notes should also be 
uncontracted.  Exceptions to this rule are made for hymns and chants and for music that is 
intended for use by children in school through grade 6.  All examples, illustrations, drills, and 
exercises in this book will employ uncontracted vocal text.  [22.5] 
 

It is very likely, especially in transcriptions of simple vocal music, that many music lines will 
be shorter than the corresponding word lines, especially where uncontracted braille is used. This 
fact should not be a matter of concern.  Sometimes, however, in a rigid adherence to the line-by-
line format, either the music line or the word line ends up being inordinately short.  In order to 
obviate this, one occasionally may extend the longer line, either words or music, by means of a 
runover line, indented four spaces from the margin. Care should be taken not to use this 
permitted flexibility so frequently that the line-by-line principle is lost.  One should never 
extend both the word line and the music line in the same parallel. [22.6] 
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Directions for Transcribing Vocal Solo Music 
The Words 
In print, syllables of the text are divided by hyphens in order to align them vertically with the 

pertinent notes.  In braille, the syllabic hyphens are omitted, since vertical alignment of words 
and music is not being attempted; the words are spaced normally.  All other punctuation is 
brailled according to normal literary procedures, and spelling and capitalization are followed as 
they occur in the print.  An exception in the matter of hyphenation occurs, however, when 
“nonsense” syllables or peculiar words or sounds are being transcribed, and they might prove to 
be confusing to the reader.  Examples are: “diu-dli-dil-dlu-em,” “loo-lee-a,” or “ri-el-el-o.”  On 
the other hand, hyphens would not be needed for such words as “nickety nackety,” because their 
pronunciation by syllables is quite apparent. 

 
The Music 
The first note in each music line must have an octave mark.  Although sixteenth notes and 

other small values are usually not beamed in the print when each note is sung on a different 
syllable, they are grouped in the braille score, according to the usual rules.  Expressions of 
mood and tempo are transcribed in the music line according to the usual procedures.  If an 
accidental that is included in the first portion of a measure that is divided between parallels also 
affects a note in the continuation of the measure in the following parallel, the accidental should 
be restated in the continuing music line, preceded by a dot 5 to identify it as a transcriber-added 
sign. 

 
A print page-turn indication is brailled in the music line where it occurs, always including the 

print page number following the pagination sign.  No attempt is made to show the page turn in 
the word line. 

 
When music for the tenor voice is printed in the treble clef, it must be transcribed in the 

octave in which it is to be sung, an octave lower than it is written. 
 
When the music has been published, as it usually is, with the solo above the accompaniment 

in a combined system of staves, the transcriber must be extremely alert and attentive. He must be 
certain that he locates and includes all of the dynamic marks, tempo indications, and so forth, 
that apply to the voice part, even when they have been printed only in the accompaniment, 
expecting that the sighted reader will see them there.  Such “relocated” indications are not 
considered to be transcriber-added signs that would need to be preceded by dot 5. 

 
Examples 22-1, 22-2, and 22-3 illustrate the principles of line-by-line format. 
 

Example 22-1 

������������������������� � 68 �� �� �� �� � �� �� �� � �� �	 � �� �� � ���� �� � �� �� � � �
Oh,  give me    a   home  where the buf-  fa-lo   roam, Where the deer and the an- te-lope play,

����
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                 <#F8 

,OH1 GIVE ME A HOME WHERE THE BUFFALO 

  >F"D DGH[=& E'")J" 

ROAM1 ,WHERE THE DEER AND THE ANTELOPE  

  "W)) ?"==G'&G 

PLAY1 

  "\'@C\" 

 

In Example 22-2 the hyphens have been retained in the unusual “nonsense” syllables. 
 
Example 22-2 

���������������������� � 44 � � � � � � � � �� �	 � � � �� �	 �
Up  the   hill    and down a-    gain, Hol- di- ri- di-    a, hol-   di-ri- a.  

            <#D4 

,UP THE HILL AND DOWN AGAIN1  

  "?]]] \:R  

,HOL-DI-RI-DI-A1 HOL-DI-RI-A4 

  "$F.E?"$ ]G.EN 

 
Grouping of sixteenth notes has been employed where possible in Example 22-3.  The first 

word line has been extended into a runover in order to preserve the poetic form.  Whether to 
favor the cohesiveness of the poetic phrases or the purity of the line-by-line format in a particular 
setting is a decision that the transcriber has to make frequently.  One should try to be consistent 
about it within a transcription.  As noted above, one should not make a habit of employing 
runover lines; the practice should be the exception rather than the rule.  If the word line of the 
second parallel had extended beyond the fortieth cell, requiring a second runover, it would have 
been preferable to divide the text differently, employing no runover lines. 
 
Example 22-3 

������������������������� ��� 24
For I've come to Lu'-si-an-a for to see my Pol-ly An-na, Sing-in'  pol-ly wol-ly doo-dle all the day.

�� �� �� �� �� �� �� �� �� �� �� �� �� �� �� �� �� �� �� �� �� �� �� �� �� �� �
 

                <<<#B4 

,FOR ,I'VE COME TO ,Lu'SIANA FOR TO SEE 

    MY ,POLLY ,ANNA1 

  "(! )JJi(HHI )JJI((" 

,SINGIN' POLLY WOLLY DOODLE ALL THE DAY4 

  "() !IIH=FGH p 
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Measure Numbers and Headings 
Measure numbers may or may not be shown in the transcription.  If a song is fairly short, 

measure numbers are usually not needed.  If a song is long, or if an aria or something of a similar 
nature is being transcribed, where the words may be repetitious and offer little help in finding the 
place, the singer definitely will need points of reference.  If both singer and accompanist are 
going to use braille scores, measure numbers should be used, even in a short song. [22.8] 

 
If the transcriber elects to show measure numbers, they are placed at the margins of the 

word lines of selected parallels.  It is not necessary to show a measure number for each parallel.  
As in instrumental music, this number should be followed by dot 3 if the measure has been 
interrupted by the music hyphen and is being continued in the new segment.  No period is placed 
after the number, and a single blank cell separates it from the continuing text.  A runover word 
line, of course, is always started in cell 5. 

 
A new parallel should be started whenever a new section of a song occurs, such as one 

marked “Refrain” or “Chorus.”  Any heading or direction of this nature is generally placed at the 
margin, and it should be italicized if it is printed in a contrasting typeface, or fully capitalized if  
it has been printed in all-capitals, in order to indicate that it is not part of the word text of the 
song.  A space separates the heading from the continuing text. 

 
If both headings and measure numbers are being shown in the transcription, it is advisable to 

place the heading, italicized or fully capitalized, at the margin in a free line above the parallel 
and to begin the word line with the appropriate measure number, also at the margin. The use of 
measure numbers and headings will be illustrated later in this chapter, when the transcription of 
choral parts is discussed. 

 
Use of the Slur Sign as the “Syllabic Slur” in Vocal Music 
The simple slur sign is employed for an entirely different purpose in vocal music than in 

instrumental music; it is used as a syllabic slur rather than for showing musical phrasing.  The 
transcriber must remember that the single and double slurs are never to be used to show 
phrasing in vocal music.  If phrase marks are present in the print in vocal music, bracket slurs 
are always used for either a short or a long phrase, and never used to show syllabication. 
[22.12.4, 22.12.5] 

 
The manner in which syllables and notes specifically fit together is shown in braille by the 

presence or absence of the single-slur sign between one note and the next, as specified in the 
following instructions. 

 
When a syllable applies to only one note, no slur is used after that note.  If a syllable is 

carried over from one note to the next, placing the slur sign between the two notes shows the 
connection. For example, if the word “go” were to be sung for the durations of four notes, a slur 
sign would be placed after each of the first three notes.  The final slur would carry the syllable 
through the fourth note and no farther.  If the word were to be sung for one note only, however, 
no slur sign would be placed after the note.  If the student will now reexamine the three previous 
examples, he will notice that no slurs are used because each syllable is sung for the duration of 
one note only.  Example 22-4 illustrates syllables that are extended over two or three notes. 
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Example 22-4 

������������
���������������������� �� 34

If God will,   thou shalt wake  when  morn-ing   is          nigh;

�� �� � �	 �� � � � � � � � � �� ��
If God will,  thou shalt 

� �	 ��
� ��

wake  when    morn-   ing   is         nigh.

� � � � � � � � �
 

               %%#C4 

,IF ,GOD WILL1 THOU SHALT WAKE WHEN 

  "EE .OJH SGCE  

MORNING IS NIGH2 

  "\[W ]C[" 

,IF ,GOD WILL1 THOU SHALT WAKE WHEN 

  "EE .OJH SGCE  

MORNING IS NIGH4 

  2"HCICH]$ O<K 

 
If more than four successive notes share a single syllable, the slur may be doubled in the 

usual fashion, by writing the sign twice after the first note and once before the last one. The 
following example shows the use of the doubled slur when a syllable is sung over many notes. 

 
Example 22-5 

�����������������������
�����������������������

REFRAIN� � 44 � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � �� � � � �� � �
Glo-   -    -    -    -    -    -    -     -    -    -    -    -    -    -    -    -    - ri- a in   ex- cel- sis De-  o,

� � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � �� � � � ��
Glo-   -    -    -    -    -    -    -     -    -    -    -    -    -    -    -    -    
-

ri- a in   ex- cel- sis

� � �
De-   -    -   o.  

                <#D4 

,,REFRAIN ,GLORIA IN EXCELSIS ,DEO1 

  .NCCEDJI TDJIH SJIHGC \'DN ]\[W SR 

,GLORIA IN EXCELSIS 

  .NCCEDJI TDJIH SJIHGC \'DN ]\[W 

,DEO4 

  "SCR =<K 

 
If a syllable extends between two tied notes, it is not necessary to use a slur between them in 

addition to the tie.  If a pair of tied notes occurs within an extended syllable that is being shown  
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with the doubled slur, it is not necessary to terminate the doubling of the slur before the tied 
notes and to redouble it after them; the tie does not affect the doubling of the slur.  If the syllable 
ends with tied notes, the last slur mark precedes the first of the tied ones.  Example 22-6 
illustrates a tie within a long slur, at the beginning of one, and at the end of one. 
 
Example 22-6 

���������������������� �� 44 � � � � � � � � � � � � �� � �� �	 � � �� �� � �� �	 � �
A-   -   mor  -   -   -   -   -   vin-   -   -   -   -   -  cit om-   -   -   -   -   -   ni-    a.  

              <<#D4 

,AMOR VINCIT 

  "HCJ ECCD$@CFEDCJ [@CICCH%GHcIJ 

OMNIA4 

  "ICCE*F%GC\@CHJ S'<K' 

 
Braille Music Repeats 
Use of braille music repeat devices is much more limited in vocal music than in instrumental 

transcriptions. Numeral repeats are not used in vocal music, even where the braillist is showing 
measure numbers in the transcription. [22.13] 

 
The measure and part-measure repeat signs may be used provided that the original music 

and the repetition can be placed on the same braille line, and provided that all of the 
corresponding words can be fitted on the line above.  Because of the special significance of slurs, 
the syllabication of the original music and the repetition must be identical.  The words need not 
be repeated in order to show the repetition of the notes, so long as the notes and all associated 
marks are the same.  Example 22-7 illustrates the use of measure and part-measure repeats in 
vocal music.  The word line has been extended into a runover because the use of the repeat 
device would result in an extreme discrepancy between the lengths of the word and music lines, 
if the melody were divided into two parallels. 

 
Example 22-7 

���������������������� � 24 �	 �	 �	 �� �	 �	 �	 �� �	 �	 �	 �	 �	 �	 �
Hear the  bells  of old Town Hall ring: Bim, bom, bam, bom,  bim, bom, bing.  

                  <#B4 

,HEAR THE BELLS oF OLD ,TOWN ,HALL RING3 

    ,BIM1 BOM1 BAM1 BOM1 BiM1 BOM1 BING4 

  _GIHD 7 EG7 IH]<K 
 
Division at the End of a Line 
As a rule in transcribing simple songs, it is best to try to end each word line with a complete 

word.  When a word must be divided at the end of a line, the literary hyphen is placed at the 
point of division between syllables, as in any normal literary transcription.  When the music line  
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must be ended during the progress of a measure, a more frequent occurrence, the music hyphen 
is likewise employed in the normal manner  In vocal music the point of division is chosen more 
in relation to the syllables than to the beats of the measure. 

 
The transcriber should try to avoid dividing a syllable at the end of a line. Where the 

syllable is shared by several notes, not all of which can be contained on the corresponding music 
line, it is preferable to place the entire syllable and its relevant notes in the following parallel.   
Division of a syllable at the end of a line, a situation not likely to be required in transcribing the 
simple music that is the subject of this chapter, will be discussed and illustrated in Chapter 31. 

 
Word and Phrase Repetition 
Where a word or phrase is repeated consecutively, either once or several times, it is often 

possible to use a special sign to indicate the repetition, rather than rebrailling it each time.  This 
sign is composed of dots 35 and is shown below. [T22A, 22.14, 22.15] 

 
The word or phrase repetition sign:   9 
 

Opening  Closing 
   Sign      Sign 

One repetition:   9  9 
Two repetitions:   9 9  9 
Three (or more) repetitions: #c9  9 
 
To indicate that a word or phrase is repeated once, consecutively, the sign is placed 

immediately before and immediately after the word or phrase, without any spacing.  It 
precedes a capital sign or an opening quotation mark.  The closing repeat sign is placed after any 
punctuation that is shown with the last word of the repeated text.  If the final punctuation for the 
original portion and that for the repeat differ, the one printed last is used. 

 
To show that the word or phrase is repeated twice, two signs are placed before and one after 

the text being repeated.  To show more than two repeats, however, a combination of the 
numeral sign, the pertinent numeral, brailled in the upper part of the cell, and a single word-
repeat sign is placed before the text being repeated; a single sign is placed after the text.  The 
transcriber must always remember that this sign shows the number of repetitions, rather than the 
total number of times the word or phrase actually is sung.  

 
Repetitions can be shown according to the procedure just described, provided that two 

requirements can be met. First, there must be room for the entire word-repeat combination on 
the same word line.  Second, there must be room for all of the corresponding music on the 
music line immediately following. 

 
The device cannot be used to show a “repeat within a repeat.”   For instance, if the text 

reads “All, all, all fall down; All, all, all fall down,” the transcriber will probably want to show 
the single repetition of the five words rather than the repetition twice of the word “all” in two 
places.  If there is not sufficient room for the longer repeat, however, perhaps the shorter one can 
be shown. 
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Inasmuch as the sign under discussion also represents the literary contraction “in,” this 
particular contraction may not be used at the beginning or the end of any word in a vocal text.  
If contracted braille is being used in the transcription, however, the part-word contraction should 
be used within the body of a word.  It should be used after a capital or an italics sign, and after 
opening punctuation such as a quotation mark, or before a closing punctuation mark, and the 
whole-word contraction for “in” should be used. 

 
Text-repetition can spare the reader from a great deal of tedious reading in many instances, 

and can often be an aid to memorization.  It is sometimes worthwhile, when a text includes much 
repetition, for the transcriber to arrange the disposition of text and music deliberately to take the 
best advantage of the device. 

 
The following example shows “row” repeated twice and “merrily” repeated three times. 

 
Example 22-8 

������������������������
����������
� �� 68

Row,    row,     row your boat,

� � � � � �� � � � �� � �� � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � �
� �� � �� � �� � � � � �

Gent-ly down the stream; Mer-ri-ly, mer-ri-ly. mer-ri-ly, mer-ri-ly,

Life is but   a    dream.  
               %%#F8 

99,ROW9 YOUR BOAT1 ,GENTLY DOwN THE 

  ":':' :F]' ]F]H 

STRE∙M2 #C9,MERRILY19 ,LIFE IS BUT A 

  "['@C[X .EEE"III GGGEEE [H]F 

DREAM4 

  ":'@C:x<2 

 
Print Musical Repeats and Additional Verses 
Print forward and backward repeats, and print Segno and Da Capo repeats, are included in 

the braille transcription if both words and music are to be repeated.   
 
Where the music is to be repeated with a second text, the transcriber must determine which 

of several conditions exists.  (1) There might be a repetition of the entire song with a second 
verse (or more verses).  (2) There might be two or more verses, each followed by the same 
refrain or chorus.  (3) There might be one or more sections that are repeated with new text, with 
no differences of syllabication and with no alternate endings.  (4) There might be sections that 
are repeated with second texts, in which there are variations of syllabication and possibly 
alternate endings as well.  Each of these situations calls for a different solution in the 
transcription.   

 
1.  Where the music of the entire song is to be repeated, the texts of the successive verses are 

usually aligned vertically, syllable by syllable, in the print.  The backward-repeat sign may or  
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may not be shown on the staff.  The transcriber should follow the print as to that matter.  Only 
the words of the first verse are shown with the music.   It is not necessary to precede the first 
verse with the numeral 1, even if it appears in the print. 

 
The words of the second and succeeding verses are brailled after the completion of the 

entire first verse, as follows.  No blank line is left after the last line of music. The numeral 2 is 
brailled within literary parentheses at the margin, indicating that what follows is to be the text 
for the second verse.  After an empty cell, the text of the second verse is brailled continuously, 
each runover line beginning in cell 3.  No attempt is made to divide the lines according to the 
poetic form.  The rule that all of the words within a phrase-repeat must be included on the same 
braille line is relaxed in these additional verses, since the line-by-line format is no longer in 
effect.  Each successive verse is transcribed similarly, beginning with its number in parentheses 
at the margin, whether or not the verses are actually numbered in print, with all runover lines 
blocked in cell 3.  Example 22-9 is an illustration of a short song that has three verses. 
 
Example 22-9 

�������������������� � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � �
I         had     a     cat    named Ro-  ver,      and     Ro-   ver   said "Me-    ow."
I         had     a     dog   named To-  ro,       and     To-    ro   said  "Bow-   wow."
I         had     a     bird  named Dob- bin,     and     Dob- bin  said "Cheep, cheep."  

                  .C 

,I HAD A CAT NAMED ,ROVER1 AND ,ROVER 

  "\ ?:$\ [R\ $$" 

SAID 8,MEOW40 

  ":: N'<2 

7#B7 ,I HAD A DOG NAMED ,TORO1 AND ,TORO 

  SAID 8,BOWWOW40 

7#C7 ,I HAD A BIRD NAMED ,DOBBIN1 AND 

  ,DOBBIN SAID 98,CHEEP409 

 
2.  When, as often occurs in folk songs, patriotic songs, and hymns, a section of music 

printed with several verses is followed by a refrain that has only one set of words, the 
transcription is made as follows.  The first of the verses is transcribed as described above.  It is 
not necessary to precede the first verse with the numeral 1.  The first word line of the refrain is 
started with the word “Refrain” at the margin and italicized or fully capitalized, whether or not 
the word actually appears in print. (If the print says “Chorus” or some similar thing, that word, 
rather than “Refrain,” is what is transcribed, of course.)  The transcription is continued in the 
normal fashion.  The text of the second verse is shown, as above, preceded by the number 2 in 
parentheses. The word “Refrain,” again all-capitals or italicized, is brailled after the 
conclusion of the text for the second verse, as if it were a continuation of the verse.  Each 
successive verse follows in the same manner. The following example is illustrative. 
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Example 22-10 

�������������

���������������������� � � � � � � � � � � � � � � �
I         had     a     cat    named Ro-  ver,      and     Ro-   ver   said "Me-    ow."
I         had     a     dog   named To-  ro,       and     To-    ro   said  "Bow-   wow."
I         had     a     bird  named Dob- bin,     and     Dob- bin  said "Cheep, cheep."

� �
Sing

� � � � � � � � � � �
fid-  dle    did-  dle fid-  dle    did-  dle dee.  

                 .C 

,I HAD A CAT NAMED ,ROVER1 AND ,ROVER 

  "\ ?:$\ [R\ $$" 

SAID 8,MEOW40 

  "]] R'<K' 

.,REFRAIN ,SING 9FIDDLE DIDDLE9 DEE4 

  "ICJ ?W[\ [\$: N'<K 

7#B7 ,I HAD A DOG NAMED ,TORO1 AND ,TORO 

  SAID 8,BOWWOW40 .,REFRAIN 

7#C7 ,I HAD A BIRD NAMED ,DOBBIN1 AND 

  ,DOBBIN SAID 98,CHEEP409 .,REFRAIN 

 
3.  Where a section of a song is repeated using the print repeat signs, and two sets of words 

are vertically aligned below the notes of that section, the following procedure may be employed, 
provided that two conditions are met. (1) The syllabication of the two sets of words must be 
identical, and (2) there must not be alternative endings (voltas). 

 
If those conditions are met, the parallel may be expanded to three lines, one for each of the 

word lines, and the third for the corresponding music.  At the point where the expansion takes 
place, the upper line of text must be preceded by the numeral 1 at the margin, within 
parentheses so that it is clearly not a measure number.  The lower line of text, including exactly 
the same number of syllables as the upper line, is preceded, also at the margin, by the numeral 
2 within parentheses.  The music that corresponds with both of those sets of words is brailled on 
the third line of the parallel, indented two cells, as usual.   In successive parallels, as long as 
the three-line configuration is maintained, it is not necessary to insert the numbers at the margin 
in the two word lines. When the parallel has been expanded in this way, absolutely no runover 
lines should be permitted.  No special indication is required at the point where the parallel 
returns to the normal two-line configuration.  The reader will immediately notice the lack of a 
second text line at the margin and the indentation of the music line. 

 
Example 22-11 illustrates the transcription of a short song in three sections, the central one of 

which is repeated with alternative words.  It would be unusual to encounter this arrangement in 
print in so short and simple a song; the example is presented in order to show the order of the 
elements in a relatively compact manner. 
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Example 22-11 

�����������������������
�����������������������
� �� 34 � �

Once up-on a  time by    a       tree  in   the     glade,

� � �	 �	 �	 � � � � � � � �
1. A   dash-  ing young

� � � �	 �
2. She  smil'd as   he

� �� � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � �
prince met a pret- ty  fair   maid;
came  to    her up from the road;

She kiss'd him and   turn'd    him     in-   to     a     toad.

� �
 

                <<#C4 

,ONCE UPON A TIME BY A TREE IN THE 

  MM<K' "W'EDJ [\[ W?: 

GLADE1 

  .P" 

7#A7 ,A DASHING YOUNG PRINCE MET A 

7#B7 ,SHE SMIL'D AS HE CAME TO HER 

  <7.? :'F] $:? 

PRETTY FAIR MAID2 

UP FROM THE ROAD2 

  "W[\ Q<2 

,SHE KISS'D HIM AND TURN'D HIM INTO A 

  "HCI W?: $C:? W\[ 

TOAD4 

  "T'<K 

 
4.  The last of the four sets of conditions mentioned above, or some other complicated 

condition, is unlikely to be encountered in the simple songs that are the subject of this chapter. 
Discussion of optional ways to transcribe such musical situations will be included in Chapter 31. 
If the transcriber has any doubts, it is usually better to omit the print repeat signs and to 
transcribe the music fully, in the correct order.  (A transcriber’s note about the omission would 
be appropriate.) 

 
Extracting Individual Parts from a Choral Score 
As was stated earlier, while choral music is usually printed in score form, with all of the 

voice parts vertically aligned, each voice part is transcribed separately in braille.  A music braille 
transcriber is likely to be asked frequently to transcribe single parts from a number of choral 
scores for the use of an individual singer, rather than all of the parts from one score, just as he is 
more likely to be asked to braille the orchestral or band parts from several pieces for a particular 
instrumentalist than all of the parts for a particular composition. 
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The voice part is transcribed exactly as if it were a solo, except for the addition of rehearsal 
references or measure numbers that are extremely important in ensemble music.  Before 
beginning the transcription, the braillist should study the score very carefully to see what types of 
rehearsal markings have been employed, whether measure numbers have been printed 
throughout the score, and whether there are verses and refrains or the music is written out 
continuously.  He should also make note of any tempo or expression marks that are located at 
some distance from the part he will be brailling, in order not to omit any important elements.  
Even very experienced transcribers have developed the habit of penciling comments to 
themselves in the print score, so as not to forget about some important detail while concentrating 
on the transcription of the words and notes. 

 
If actual measure numbers have been used as rehearsal reference points, the transcriber 

should start a new parallel at each such point, placing the appropriate measure number at the 
margin in the word line.  If rehearsal reference points are indicated by letters or numerals that are 
not measure numbers, and measure numbers are not shown in the print copy, those reference 
marks should be brailled at the margin of the word line wherever they occur, enclosed between 
word signs. 

 
If measure numbers are shown in the print copy, and letters or numbers that are not measure 

numbers have been employed to mark reference points, those references should be placed at the 
margin in a free line above the first word line of the segment, so that they are extremely easy to 
locate.  They should be enclosed between word signs. 

 
Measure numbers should be included in the transcription only if they have been included in 

the print, since when they have not been printed, they are not likely to be referred to in 
rehearsals. 
 

Print page numbers are a very important element in transcriptions of choral music.  It is a 
common practice in choral rehearsals to say, for instance, “Start at the top of page seven.”  The 
print page-turn indication is brailled in the music line, including the page number even if only 
two print pages are included in the braille page.  No attempt is made to show it in the word lines.  
There are likely to be many more page turn points in choral scores than there are in instrumental 
parts. 

  
Example 22-12 consists of the transcription of a few measures from the alto part only of a 

choral score.  It illustrates some of the points just discussed.  It is not possible to demonstrate all 
of the points here.  (In a transcription of the entire part, of course, the name of the voice would 
be indicated in the headings of the first page of music or on a title page, following the title and 
the composer’s name.) 
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Example 22-12 
With fervor 

�����������������������

�����������������������

�

�

�

�

S
A

B

�

�

34
34

� � � � � �� � � � � � � �� �� � � � � �	 � � � � � �	 �	 � � �	 �
� � � � � � � � � � � �� �

My coun- try, 'tis    of    thee,

My coun- try, 'tis       of  thee,

My coun- try, 'tis       of  thee,

Sweet land of

Sweet land of

Sweet - -  land of

li-   ber-    ty,

li-       ber- ty,

li-       ber- ty,

�

�

� � � � �� � � �	 � �
� � � � �
Of  thee   I

Of  thee   I

Of  thee -  -   I

sing!

sing!

sing! �

�

�����������������
�����������������
�
�

�

�

S
A

B

�

�
� � � � � �� � � � � � � �� �� � � � � �	 �
� � � � � �	 � �

� �
Land where my       fa-    thers died, Land    of     the      pil-  grims' pride,

� �� �
pil- grims' pride,

1 2 3 4 5 6

7 8 9 10

A           �
�

�
�

�
Land where my       fa-    thers died,

Land    of     the      pil-  grims' pride,

 
      ,WITH FERVOR4 <#C4 

#A ,mY COUNTRY1 'TIS OF THEE1 

  >P>C"]::>3 "?'E$ 

,SWEET LAND OF LIBERTY1 

  "GCFCGCHGG ]'F] 

,OF THEE ,I SING6 

  >D":?'J >C_S',/ 

>,∙> 

#G ,LAND of the pilgrims' pride1 

  MM >mf"?$\ \'G$ 

 
Drills for Chapter 22 

(Correct transcriptions of these drills start on page 300.) 
Drill 1 

������������������������
������������������������
� �� 24 � � � � �	 �	 �	 �	 � � � � � � � �
� �� � �	 �	 � �	 �	 � �	 �	 � � �	 � �	 �	 �	 �	 �	 �	 � �	 �	 �Baa, baa, black sheep, have you an-  y wool? Yes, sir, yes, sir, three bags    full:

One for my mas-ter and one for my dame, and one for the naugh-ty boy that lives in the lane.  
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Drill 2 
Moderato 

��������
�������������������� � � � � � �� �	 �� �� �� �� � � � � � �� �� � �

 I       dream    of Jean-nie with the light brown hair, Borne like a va-pour

� � �	 � �� �� �� �
on  the sum-mer air;  

 
Drill 3 

With gusto 

�������������������
�������������������
� � � � � � �

Scot-land's burn-ing!

� � � �
Scot-land's burn-ing! Look out!

� �
Look out!

� �
� � � �

Fire!    Fire!

� �
Fire!    Fire!

� � � �
Pour  on     wa-   ter!

� � � �
Pour  on     wa-   ter!  

 
Drill 4 

���������������������� ��� 44 � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � �
Christ the Lord  is       ris'n   to-   day, - - - Al- - - - - - - - - le- - -   lu- - - - -  ja!  

 
Drill 5 

���������

��������������������

��������������������

� � 68
This is the way  we   wash our  clothes,

�� �� �� � �� � �� � � � �� � � � �� � �
wash our clothes, wash our clothes,

This is the way  we   iron   our  clothes, iron   our clothes, iron   our clothes,

��������������������� �
This is the way  we   wash our  clothes, on

�� �� �� � �� � �� �
This is the way  we   iron   our  clothes, on

�� � �� � � �� � � � �
Mon-day morn-    ing    ear-        ly.
Tues-day morn-    ing    ear-        ly.

� �
Dance, dance,

� � � � � � � �
dance, dance,

� �� � �� � � � �
Dance a-round the    ro-     sy;

� � � � � � � �
Dance, dance, dance, dance,

REFRAIN

� � � �� � �� � �
Dance a-round the    ring.  
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Drill 6 
Please transcribe the bass voice part only. 
 

�����������������������

�����������������������

�

�

�

�

S
A

B

�

�

34
34

� � � � � �� � � � � � � �� �� � � � � �	 � � � � � �	 �	 � � �	 �
� � � � � � � � � � � �� �

My coun- try, 'tis    of    thee,

My coun- try, 'tis       of  thee,

My coun- try, 'tis       of  thee,

Sweet land of

Sweet land of

Sweet - -  land of

li-   ber-    ty,

li-       ber- ty,

li-       ber- ty,

�

�

� � � � �� � � �	 � �
� � � � �
Of  thee   I

Of  thee   I

Of  thee -  -   I

sing!

sing!

sing! �

�

�����������������
�����������������
�
�

�

�

S
A

B

�

�
� � � � � �� � � � � � � �� �� � � � � �	 �
� � � � � �	 � �

� �
Land where my       fa-    thers died, Land    of     the      pil-  grims' pride,

� �� �
pil- grims' pride,

1 2 3 4 5 6

7 8 9 10

A           �
�

�
�

�
Land where my       fa-    thers died,

Land    of     the      pil-  grims' pride,
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Exercises for Chapter 22 
Exercise 1 

����������������������
����������������
� �� 24

Joy   to     the world!   The

� �	 � �� � � �� � � � � �� � � �	
Lord is      come;    Let

� � �	 � � �	
Earth    re-   ceive    her   King;  Let

ev'   -    ry    -      heart _____ pre-   pare  -   Him -     room,______

� �� � � � � � � � �� �	 � � � � � � � ��
 

 
Exercise 2 

�������������������

����������������������� � 68
1.     I     saw    three ships come sail- ing by,

�� � �� � �	 � �	 � � � � � � � � � � � ��
Sail-     ing by,            sail-      ing by,       I

2.    And what d'you think was   in  them then, In   -   them then,        in    -  them then,  And    
3. Three pret-      ty  girls  were  in  them then, In   -   them then,        in    -  them then,  Three

� � � �� � �	 � �	 �
saw    three ships come sail- ing by,
what d'you think was   in  them then,
pret-    ty  girls  were   in  them then,

�	 � � � � � � � � �
On   Christ- mas Day in the   morn-  ing.

 
 
Exercise 3 

����������������������
������������������������
�
�

�
�

44REFRAIN� � �� � �� �� � � � � � �	 � � � � �� �� � � �
� � � �� � � � � � � � � �	 �� � �� �� � � �

 I        am  bound for the prom-  ised      land,_________________ Bound for the prom-  ised

land.     Oh,______ who will -   come  and       go   with  me? I  am     bound for the prom-ised   land.
 

 
Exercise 4 

���������������������� ��� 98 � � � � � � � � � � � � �� � � � � �

����������������� ��� � � � � � � � � � � � � � � �Beau-ti-ful dream- er,        wake un-to me; ________

Star-light and dew-drops are wait-ing for     thee. ______________  
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Exercise 5 

�������������������������
�������������������

Are you sleep-ing, are you sleep-ing, Broth-er John,   Broth-er John? Morn-ing bells are ring-ing,

Morn-ing bells are ring-ing, Ding, dong, ding,          ding dong, ding.

24 �� �� �� �� �� �� �� �� �� �	 � �� �	 � �� �� �� �� �� ��
�� �� �� �� �� ��

�
� �� �� � �� �� �

 
 
Exercise 6  
Please transcribe the soprano voice part only. 
 

�����������������������

�����������������������

�

�

�

�

S
A

B

�

�

34
34

� � � � � �� � � � � � � �� �� � � � � �	 � � � � � �	 �	 � � �	 �
� � � � � � � � � � � �� �

My coun- try, 'tis    of    thee,

My coun- try, 'tis       of  thee,

My coun- try, 'tis       of  thee,

Sweet land of

Sweet land of

Sweet - -  land of

li-   ber-    ty,

li-       ber- ty,

li-       ber- ty,

�

�

� � � � �� � � �	 � �
� � � � �
Of  thee   I

Of  thee   I

Of  thee -  -   I

sing!

sing!

sing! �

�

�����������������
�����������������
�
�

�

�

S
A

B

�

�
� � � � � �� � � � � � � �� �� � � � � �	 �
� � � � � �	 � �

� �
Land where my       fa-    thers died, Land    of     the      pil-  grims' pride,

� �� �
pil- grims' pride,

1 2 3 4 5 6

7 8 9 10

A           �
�

�
�

�
Land where my       fa-    thers died,

Land    of     the      pil-  grims' pride,
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Chapter 23 
 
Preliminary Pages, a Complete Transcription 
 

Upon completion of this chapter, the student may feel confident in transcribing single-staff 
music of intermediate difficulty and complexity. 

 
Music Braille Code, 1997 contains only two instructions regarding title pages; it contains no 

rules about Transcriber’s Notes pages or Special Symbols pages.  The general rules governing 
those parts of a music transcription are found in the literary code.  For complete, detailed 
directions and for answers to questions that are not found in this book, the student is directed to 
English Braille, American Edition, 1994, Instruction Manual for Braille Transcribing, Fourth 
Edition, 2000, and Braille Formats: Principles of Print to Braille Transcription, 1997. 

 
The Title Page 
The two instructions given in the music code regarding title pages are that all title pages must 

be in uncontracted braille, and that the format of the score used in the transcription must be 
clearly stated. [19.1, 19.2] 

 
The transcriber will need to make common-sense adjustments regarding some of the items 

that are listed in the above-mentioned books to be placed on a title page.  A music publication, 
for instance, does not typically have an ISBN.  However, the names of lyricists or arrangers, and 
sometimes editors, should be included. The musical performance medium must be shown, even 
if it is not specifically included in the print.  Many agencies that request transcriptions have their 
own preferences as to the order and content of the title page; their instructions, of course, should 
be followed. 

 
For the purposes of this book, the following order of content is suggested. 
 
A.  Fully capitalized, centered 

1.  Title, including opus number or similar information and/or key if included in the print.  
(The page number, p1, must appear in the upper-right corner of the page, separated 
from the centered title by at least three blank cells.) 

2.  Composer’s name, following print as to whether the word “by” is included. 
B.  Capitals and lower case, centered 

3.  Arranger and/or lyricist, if needed, following print as to wording. 
4.  Musical performance medium (e.g., “For Band”). 
5.  Specific instrument or voice name. 
6.  Copyright permission statement and date.  (This information is found at the bottom 

of the first page of music.  The latest copyright date shown is employed.) 
7.  Transcriber information: “Transcribed in Music Braille by” (name, city, state, year). 
8.  Name of requesting agency. 
9.  Method of music braille format. 

10.  Total number of braille volumes. 
11.  Number of the particular volume if there are more than one. 
12.  Inclusive braille pages (both preliminary and text). 
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It should also be pointed out that, at the time of writing of this book, the provision of United 
States copyright law that permits transcribing literary works without obtaining individual 
permission from the publishers does not extend to copyrighted music.  The transcriber must be 
certain that permission to transcribe has been obtained in writing, either by him or by the 
requesting agency.  The statement on the title page in reference to copyright should be, “With 
Permission of the Publishers, (Publisher’s Name and City), Copyright (Year).” 

 
Style of the Title Page 
Each line should be centered; if any line fills an odd number of cells, the extra occupied cell 

should be placed on the left side.  Unlike centered headings elsewhere in the transcription, the 
centered lines of the title page, except the first one, may make use of the full width of the page. 

 
As far as possible the lines of information should be grouped into the following units with 

one or two blank lines between groups:  
 
1.    Title and opus number or similar identification 
2-3. Composer, lyricist, arranger 
4.    Musical performance medium 
5.  Instrument or voice name 
6.    Copyright information 
7-8. Transcriber information, requesting agency 
9-12. Method of format , number of braille volumes, number of  the particular volume,  

inclusive braille pages 
 
  The first line of the title must appear on the first line and the inclusive braille pages must 

appear on line 25.  As an example, the title page for the drill that appears at the close of this 
chapter is to be transcribed as shown in print on page 253. 

 
The Special Symbols and Transcriber’s Notes Pages 
There are two particular preliminary pages that are likely to be needed in many music 

transcriptions: a Special Symbols page and a Transcriber’s Notes page.  If both are needed, the 
Special Symbols page is placed first. The running head is centered on the first line of the page 
and the appropriate page number, p2 or p3, is placed in the upper right corner.  

 
A running head should identify the composition as fully as the space will permit, including 

composer, title, and opus, even if a great deal of abbreviation must be employed.   Contracted 
braille is permissible.  The length of the running head must allow for the print page indications 
and at least three blank cells before the heading on all pages of the transcription, and at least 
three blank cells and the running braille page number at the right.  On the third line of the page 
the appropriate heading is brailled: “SPECIAL SYMBOLS USED IN THIS VOLUME” or 
“TRANSCRIBER’S NOTES.”  (The former heading will have to be divided between the third 
and fourth lines.) 

 
While the code specifically requires that all title pages be in uncontracted English braille, it 

does not say anything about the matter regarding the other preliminary pages.  It is recommended 
that the text of the preliminary pages be shown without contractions except in transcriptions of 
school materials for first through sixth grades. 
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The particular reason for requiring uncontracted braille in title pages is to facilitate reading 
by librarians and other resource persons who do not ordinarily read braille.  The reason for 
recommending uncontracted braille in text that directly affects the reading of the music is to 
facilitate reading by users who are not English speakers.  It can no longer be assumed that a 
braille transcription will be distributed only in the country in which it is made. 

 
It is recommended that uncontracted braille be employed in transcriber’s notes, words of 

tempo or  mood in the music headings, words and phrases of expression, footnotes, and any other 
text that directly applies to the interpretation of the music.  It seems reasonable, however, to 
assume that grade-school materials will be used only in countries where one particular language 
is used.  Contracted braille is therefore acceptable for school children in the elementary grades. 

 
In a Special Symbols page, the symbols shown must be grouped under their own codes.  If 

symbols of both literary and music codes are shown, those of the literary code are shown first.  
Following a blank line, “Literary Code” or “Music Code” is placed as a cell-5 heading.  Starting 
on the next line, the special symbols and their definitions, taken directly from the respective 
codes, are listed, each symbol starting at the margin. Any runover lines start in cell 3.  
Uncontracted braille is recommended. 

 
The rules of the literary code should be consulted to determine which literary symbols must 

be included.  Music braille signs that should be shown on a Special Symbols page are so 
indicated in the tables found in Music Braille Code, 1997.  No unusual music signs requiring a 
Special Symbols page are included in the drill and exercise for this chapter. 

  
A Transcriber’s Notes page is needed for every music transcription, because it is the place 

where the reader is told whether it is or is not a facsimile transcription.  The statement “This is a 
nonfacsimile transcription” is usually the first note to be included on the page.  If the 
transcription has included unusual procedures that the reader will need to be aware of in order 
correctly to interpret what he is reading, those facts, if they have not been explained in 
transcriber’s notes within the transcription, must be given on this special page.  In general, if the 
same note would have to be inserted into the transcription at more than one or two places, it 
should be given on this special page and not inserted into the body of the music.  Certain facts, 
such as the direction in which intervals are to be read (a matter to be discussed in a later chapter), 
must also be imparted on this special page at the beginning of each volume in which they are 
involved. The transcriber’s notes are brailled in normal literary paragraphs, starting on line 5.  A 
special use of this space will be made in the drills and exercises for this chapter, as will be seen 
later. 

 
General Considerations That Are Dependent upon the Nature of the Transcription 
When the transcription consists of only one composition and names of the composer, lyricist, 

and arranger have been shown on the title page, it is not necessary to restate them on the first 
page of music following the title. The name of the instrument or voice may also be omitted here.  
However, if a special running head has been made up, the title should be given in its entirety on 
this page, exactly as it appears on the title page.   Use of the running head then is resumed on the 
second page of music. 
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If the transcription is of a collection of separate compositions, the names of the composers, 
arrangers, and lyricists should, of course, be included with the title of each work.  When a 
separate copyright notice appears at the bottom of the first page of each composition in a 
collection, it should be brailled, preceded by a blank line, immediately after the completion of 
the music for that composition.  The title of the collection appears on the title page, of course, 
and the editor’s name instead of a composer’s.  The running head is then the title of the 
collection, not the title of each successive composition. 

  
Special Instructions for the Drill and Exercise 
In transcribing the following drill and exercise, which are intended to simulate real 

transcriptions as closely as possible, please follow these five special instructions.  The 
transcription of the drill in the back of the book has been prepared in this manner as an example 
for you to use in preparing your exercise. 

 
1.  Instead of the running head that has until now been included on the pages of all of the 

drills and exercises, please use the composer’s last name, a comma or a colon, and an 
abbreviation of the title as the running head.  Then place the following text on the title 
page in the lines where the name of a requesting agency would ordinarily be placed:  

 
Exercise for Chapter 23 

Introduction to 
Braille Music Transcription 

 
2.  No Special Symbols page will be needed in this assignment. 
 
3.  Please put your name and address and the date of transcription on the Transcriber’s 

Notes page following the note “This is a nonfacsimile transcription.”  It will not then be 
necessary to repeat that information at the end of the exercise. 

 
4.  Show the page numbers and page turns displayed in the illustrations rather than the page 

numbers of this book. 
 
5.  At the conclusion of the transcription, following a blank line if there is room for one, 

center THE END. 
 
The title page and the Transcriber’s Notes page for the drill should be transcribed as 

follows.  Dashes have been provided in the print blank lines only to make them apparent. 
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AMERICANA MEDLEY               p1 

- 
GIAN DOE 

- 
For Band 

- 
1st B-flat Trumpets 

- 
With Permission of the Publishers 

Gian Doe Press 
Anytown 

Copyright 2000 
- 
- 

Transcribed in Music Braille, 2001 
By Mary Braillist 
Anycity, Anystate 

Drill for Chapter 23 
Introduction to 

Braille Music Transcription 
- 

Method: Single-Line 
- 

In One Volume 
Braille Pages p1-p2 and 1-3 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
                                                         Doe, Amer. Medley                       p2 

- 
TRANSCRIBER’S NOTES 

- 
  This is a nonfacsimile transcription. 
- 
Mary Braillist 
1234 Fifth Street 
Anycity, Anystate 67890 
March 5, 2001 
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Drill for Chapter 23 
(A correct transcription of this drill starts on page 303.) 

 

���������������������
����������������������
����������������������
����������������������
����������������������
����������������������
����������������������
����������������������
����������������������
����������������������

� �Andante maestoso

� � � � � � � �� � � � 	 �
 � � � 	 �
 � �� �
�

�
� �

�
A           

� � � � � � 	 � � 	 �
 � � � 	 �
 � � � � � �
� � 	 � � 	 �� � � � 	 �� � � � � � � � 	 �
� � 	 �
 � � � 	 �
 � � � � � � � 	 � � 	 ��

� � � � � � � � �
�

�
� �

�
ff

�to Coda

�
rit. e dim.

� � 	 � � 34B           � � 4 � � � � � � � ��
solo

� �	 �	 �	 �	
� � �

� � 	 �� � � � � � 	 �
 � � � � � � 44 � 	 �� � � �� 34� � �
� � tutti

a temporitard.

� 34 � 	 � 	 � � � � � 24 � � � � ��accel. -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -

� �� � � � �C           � � � � � � � � � � �� 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 � � � � � � � �	 � � � � � �� ��

� �� � 	 �� � � � �� � � 	 �� � � � 	 �� � � � � �
� �� � � � � � �� � � � � �1   2   � � � � � �� � �� � � � � � �� � �� �

� ��
� ��

�
� � � �

�
 �D           

lo stesso tempo

con moto

�

-= 3 =-

AMERICANA MEDLEY
1st B   TRUMPETS

Gian Doe
�

Copyright 2000 Gian Doe Press, Anytown.

For Band
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����������������������
����������������������
����������������������
����������������������
����������������������
����������������������
����������������������
����������������������

� �� � � �� � � � �� � � � �� � �� � � � �� � ��

� �� �� �� � �

� � � � � �
ff

molto rit.

decresc.

44E           � 	 �� 3 � 	 � � ��
�

con sordino

� �� � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � �� � � � � � � � � �� �cresc.

� �� � 	 ��
senza sord.5F           � 	 �� � � � 	 �
 � ��accel. e cresc.

�
� �� � 	 �
 �� � � �� ��

ritard. G           � � � � 	 �
 � � � 	 �
 � �� subito

�

� � � � � � 	 � 3 D. S. al Coda

�
� CODA� � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � �� ��� � ��div.

�
�

�
�

�
�

�
�

�
�

�
�

�
� � � � � �

� �� � � �� � �� � � � � � ��� ff �
unis.

lento e cantabile

come prima

� � ��

-= 4 =-
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Exercise for Chapter 23 
 

������������������������
������������������������
������������������������
������������������������
������������������������
������������������������
������������������������
������������������������

�����������������������
Fairly fast

-= 3 =-

FOSTER FAVORITES
For Orchestra

Arr. Ray Doty Lasso

�  24 � � � �	 	 	 	� � � � � � � �	 	 	 	� � � �
2 2 � � � �	 	� �

�
�

�  � � ��	ff � � ��	 � � ��	 � � ��	 � � � � � �� � �rit. e dim.

� 

�
� � �� � � � � �� 34 �� � � �� � �� 44 � �� � � � ��

� � 	 �
 � � � � � � � � � � � � � � 	 � � � � � ��cantabile

	 	� �
� �

� �

� �

� �

� 	 �
 � � � � � � � �� � �� � � � � � � � �� � � 	 �
� � � � � � 	 � � � � � � � � � 	 � � � 	 � � � 	 � �� � � �� � �
� � � � � � � � � � 	 �
 � � � � � � � �� �

�
� � � � 	 � � ! � � 	 �rit. a tempo�

� � � � � � � 	 � �� � �� � 	 �
 � � � � ���
rit. a tempo

� �� �
 � � � 3

A           

B           

C           merrily

Copyright 2000 Ray Doty Lasso Press, Anycity.

�

Violins I
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������������������������
������������������������
������������������������
������������������������
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� �� � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � �� � � � � � � ���
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� �� � � � � � � 	 � � � � � � � � � � � � �� � � � � � � � � � 1   2   � � � � � � �accel.
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D           suddenly not so fast� � � � � � � � � � � � � �� �
�	 �	 � � � � � � � �� � � � � � � � ��� � � � � � � � � � � � � �� � � �� � � � �	 	� � � � � � � � � �� � 	 		 	
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2 � ��� ��� ��� � � �
accel.
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� � � � � � � �� � � � � �� � � � 	 � �

like the beginning
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Solutions for the Drills of Volume I 
 

Drills for Chapter 2 
 

"3#G-H      ,9TRO4 6,BRL ,MUSIC       #A 

 

           ,DRILLS = ,*APT] #B 

 

               ,DRILL #A 

#J D JEJ DIH GFE FXH IJD EFD JIJ DX<K "3 

 

               ,DRILL #B 

#J FD EDJI HGFX XFGH IJDE FGHX<K' XFEG 

  FDEJ IXXH IJDF HIGE FX<K 

 

               ,DRILL #C 

#A JIHI JJJX IIIX JEEX JIHI JJJX IIJI 

  HXXH JIHI JJJH IIJI HHHX<K 

 

               ,DRILL #D 

#A DDHH IIHX GGFF EEDX EGFH GFEX FHGI 

  HGFX FGHI DJIE FXEX DXXX<K 

 

               ,DRILL #E 

#A EXF DXE FED HXF DEF EDH FDJ IXJ DID 

  EFG HFD IXG HIH IDF GEE EXX<K 

 

,M>Y ,DOE1 #ACE ,MA9 ,/41 ,MYT[N1 ,,IA 

,MAY #AI1 #BJJA 
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Drills for Chapter 3 

 
"3#Ac-∙d     ,9TRO4 6,BRL ,MUSIC      #A 

 

          ,DRILLS = ,*APT] #C 

 

               ,DRILL #A 

#J W ?VW[ \]$V :V$] \[WV<K' :V?W [\]$  

  :V:V ?VV<K 

 

               ,DRILL #B 

#A [\ [$ ]DE $XG $] $[ \JI \W [V<K "3 

 

               ,DRILL #C 

#J FG HHF [G \F EXF DFH [G \H HXH $H ?F 

  \I HGF :E \H ?D D<K 

 

               ,DRILL #D 

#A $ED W'E ?JI \'I \GF :DE $'X V'F :FG 

  \'F ]HI W'I WDE $GF :: $V<K 

 

               ,DRILL #E 

#A ??: W'D: $$] $'E? :?W ?XEFG \\\ \'G$ 

  ]]] ]'F: $GFED $'G\ IG$: ?VV<K 
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Drills for Chapter 4 

 
"3#∙i       ,9TRO4 6,BRL ,MUSIC       #A 

 

          ,DRILLS = ,*ApT] #D 

 

               ,DRILL #A 

#A SQ RN NR SQ SR QN NR SQ<K 

 

               ,DRILL #B 

#A R[W PS \:[W NS T?: PO ?W[: RU<K 

 

               ,DRILL #C 

#J FE PED T: ?W'I \V[@C [\GF ODE PV U[@C 

  [WDE PGF :V: P'@C $V<K 

 

               ,DRILL #D 

#A Q@CGEFD :W\$ O@CEGFH ][?XF :?@CDIJH 

  ]\@CHJID :?@CDEHF :$Q@C ]VU<K 

 

               ,DRILL #E 

#A NU T[\ QU P:? TU S\] PO P]\ SU T?: PU 

  Q\[ TU n''x<k 
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Drills for Chapter 5 
 

"3#cj       ,9TRO4 6,BRL ,MUSIC       #A 

 

          ,DRILLS = ,*ApT] #E 

 

               ,DRILL #A 

#A ! = ( Y Y ( ! = ! ( = Y Y ( ! =<K 

 

               ,DRILL #B 

#A ($[ (]$ OPQ (U !\$ =\[ TO?W Y'<K 

 

               ,DRILL #C 

#A PN ST RQ & MM QR SN TT !<K 

 

               ,DRILL #D 

#A ( $?[\ = #EM PR W?$[ (@C RU<K 

 

               ,DRILL #E 

#A ( MMM<K' M ) Z M<K' MM (@C (<K 

 

               ,DRILL #F 

#A ZNP QPZ &K !RQ &Z &K<K 
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Drills for Chapter 6 

 
"3#ce-cf     ,9TRO4 6,BRL ,MUSIC      #A 

 

          ,DRILLS = ,*APT] #F 

 

               ,DRILL #A 

#A IFG%G%%G%H IE<I<<I<HG $<$: DGF<FE<E 

  DH%DE%EF QV<K 

 

               ,DRILL #B 

#A E%GI<JH<F *F%HJ:' <FD<IHJE <E<J<H<$' 

  EGI%HF%D *D<FH[' <J<H<FEGI IF%D:'<K "3 

 

               ,DRILL #C 

#J I I%H<JI@CIF ]'<F: DGID*J<E ?WX<J 

  I<J%HI@CID <$'<<F<: ?'IG%G RXI 

  D<E*JD@CD*E <FDI<J*JD :'FH<H QX<K 

 

               ,DRILL #D 

#A P'FF P'FF F<FE%D*DJ<JI %H*H%G*GF<FE%D 

  #DM<K 

 

               ,DRILL #E 

#J %]:W %S%Q W:%?$ %]%$%\%] %\%[W*[ *R%Q 

  \$\W %[%?[%] W%]:%? )@C W<K 
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Drills for Chapter 7 

 
"3#Dd       ,9TRO4 6,BRL ,MUSIC       #A 

 

          ,DRILLS = ,*APT] #G 

 

               ,DRILL #A 

#A _:^[ _$^[ _:<W [V [_: \? :^: \V<K 

 

               ,DRILL #B 

#A .R"W N: P"\ S_[ ":$] R.] P: N'<K 

 

               ,DRILL #C 

#A _IX.T@C j%HI%G*H%E F"J*E%"HJF IX%?%"\ 

  "W[V .JX_S@C IDJE%DF EH%GJI.E ?WV<K 

 

               ,DRILL #D 

#J %"HJ .$GE "[.HF "W.GE FEDJ [%DF [EG 

  .WF%H I;F%G%H S@C IX<K 

 

               ,DRILL #E 

#A "EDE<JE_I"E_H %GHGIG<J*G*J 

  _G%"D_G"E_G%"E_ID F_FIDF_F%HJ "$^$U<K 
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Drills for Chapter 8 
 

"3#e∙       ,9TRO4 6,BRL ,MUSIC       #A 

 

          ,DRILLS = ,*APT] #H 

 

               ,DRILL #A 

       ,ANDANTE MAESTOSO4 ?7#IB .C 

#A "SHG$ :$GH[ \.DJ[\ ]'FO ?$[.$ $:DJ[ 

  .[HG$: ?IJN<K 

 

               ,DRILL #B 

        ,in stRICT Time4 <<<#C4 

#A _FX^JX_Fx *$]%] HXEXHX [\] FXDXIX 

  *^[W*W DEXFX^J _F*FXGX%G HEXHXI IHXGXF 

  _EDW@W ^P'<K 

 

               ,DRILL #C 

        ,CON DELICATEZZA4 #E%#F8 

#J .ED W'@CJEH \']X $'@CFE"H .:D:X 

  "IHIJIJ DEFGHI JGEHF"J .]EFED JG.EWG 

  "EGJ?I T'@C W'X<K 

 

               ,DRILL #D 

             ,GRAZIOSO4 <#D4 

#A _S''H Q$: $'G\$ %N:V ^S''*J %?'E$\ 

  _]\[] O''X<K 
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Drills for Chapter 8, continued 
 
"3#eb       ,9TRO4 6,BRL ,MUSIC       #B 

 

               ,DRILL #E 

       ,BEN MARCATO4 N7#AAB <<_C 

#J .]$ OW\ .P?"] .Q$: N"]] R]\ S.:? W[W? 

  .O$] R$? Q:W .P?"] .OWW NW? :W?: W?W[ 

  "T<K 
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Drills for Chapter 9 
 

"3#Eh       ,9TRO4 6,BRL ,MUSIC       #A 

 

          ,DRILLS = ,*APT] #I 

 

               ,DRILL #A 

          ,ALLEGRETTO4 <<<#F8 

#J "HBI W'@CJHAJ :'K@CEDJ [H$BGA \'BXIJ 

  .?'@CDIADB $'L@CFEBG1 FEDJ1IGBA 

  "$'AB@CF<K 

 

               ,DRILL #B 

       ,ADAGIO E MOLTO LEGATO4 .C 

#A "SB@CIHI.EK1 D1LJLA.FK1E1LDLBGK$1@C 

  .FGF"JADBEL"IAJ D"HASBCL@CIGA 

  "H.D1JLIB.E1DLJB.F1 OL@CEHKGD 

  .EF"JADB:L"IAHB S'A@CIX<K 

 

               ,DRILL #C 

            ,MODERATO4 %%#B4 

#A ^WL1DBLEAB F1AG,LH,AIAB WLAD,LEAB 

  "FLAG,BHA∙GBB $LAEABD,L J,AIABH,LG,1 

  _$1AEA'DB' EAADBBJAL%IB1 TAL<K 
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Drills for Chapter 9, continued 
 

"3#Eh-Ei     ,9TRO4 6,BRL ,MUSIC      #B 

 

               ,DRILL #D 

       ,Not TOO FAst4 ?7#AJJ %#E8 

#A _F%EBFGBE W_$LH HBGLHIJB WA^WKJA 

  ^FHJAHKJ1 _$B\AG F^J_HF^J _$A^$KF1 

  ^$LXFBFA ELFBFLFBFA FLFB$LFB $A@CFXX<K 

  "3 

 

               ,DRILL #E 

     ,LIghTLY1 ALMost in One4 <#C4 

#A "GK_IA%HBIADI "H_JBIAJBELJB 

  "HD*JD"I"DA <"J"DA*JBDL<JBDL 

  _IADB"IK"DA*JBEL DA"I1%HLI1DI 

  "D"J1ILJDJ I.EKD1ILHBDA Q'B<K 
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Drills for Chapter 10 
 

"3#Fg       ,9TRO4 6,BRL ,MUSIC       #A 

 

          ,DRILLS = ,*APT] #AJ 

 

               ,DRILL #A 

          ,BLUeS-Like4 <<<#D4 

#A _&@C F>59_HG^J_HG^J_H G^J_HGP@C PU 

  _!@C IFHGFHGF HGFDT@C T'V<K 

 

               ,DRILL #B 

                 %%#D4 

#A ":][] EFGHS<K' <<< "$\W\ FGHIT<K' #D% 

  "$\W\ FGHIT<K' < "][?[ GHIJN<K' #f< 

  "\W:W HIJDO<K' .:W\W EDJIR<K' 

 

               ,DRILL #C 

        ,GenTLY ROCKing4 #F8#C4 

#A "\F\G FEFGHF [G[H IJDJIH<K' #E< "[G[H 

  "GFGHIG<K' #D*< "$D$E FHGFEF Q'@C QV<K 

 

 

 

 

3333333333333333333333333333333333333333 

  >59 ,PLAY ALL the ,G'S SLIghTLY FLAT4 
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Drills for Chapter 10, continued 
 

"3#Fh       ,9TRO4 6,BRL ,MUSIC       #B 

 

               ,DRILL #D 

             ,CON BRIO4 <.C 

#J >#l^[ :V"O@C EGFE%?[ T@CJE,'*,'DJ 

  _[]:$ ]HIW%D*J %DE>/l"EFGI[ HF%DH" 

  "GE*J"G >#l"F%DI"FE*DJE ?JI\GF :^[:<K 

 

               ,DRILL #E 

           ,ALLA MARCIA4 %_C 

#A .OVEE PVFF :EE:: OV<K'" .: R][ \]$] 

  .\:[: .T'V #GM UV.: R[] \]$\ Q$] (<K 
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Drills for Chapter 11 
 

"3#h∙       ,9TRO4 6,BRL ,MUSIC       #A 

 

          ,DRILLS = ,*APT] #AA 

 

               ,,DRILL #A 

 

                 ,FLUTE 

 

       ,BRightLY AccenTed4 #E<.C 

#A .E]E[;: ?JE?W IHGF:V .w;$E?J [JD:$ 

  ;GFEDWV 

#G *.IWIW<[ *H[H[<\ G\G\<] F*EFE$<: 

  .D$D:] F\F][ G[G\W [JD:V<K 

 

               ,,DRILL #B 

 

           ,5GLI% ,HORN 9 ;,F 

 

           ,LARGHETTO4 %%#C4 

#J ": ]'I[ $'J\ ]\JI P: .:?W ['G] .?W[ 

  "]'F: .P"[ .O"[ ]]'F O" 

#AB' "[ %\'JW ['.E? W?FE N: :DJ[ \'F$ 

  "W[\ ]'F: .O"[ T[ ]]'F O<K 
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Drills for Chapter 11, continued 
 

"3#hb       ,9TRO4 6,BRL ,MUSIC       #b 

 

               ,,DRILL #C 

 

                ,TROMB"O 

 

             ,MARCIA4 <<#F8 

#A MMM VX_GHI<K' _W'\I WI\G :':' :'VX 

  _W'\I JIH]G :'?' WX_GHI 

>,A> 

#AC _W'?' :'VX M VX_HIJ ?':' $'VX M 

  VX_IJD 

>,B> 

#BA _W'\I W']H [':F ]'VX :']G ?']G W']' 

  ^W'@CJXX<K 

 

               ,,DRILL #D 

 

            ;,B-FLAT ,CL>9ET 

 

        ,CON MOTO4 ?7#ACB <<<#C4 

#J .DEFG \HF\@C H;DJIHG $FD$@C FXEFGH 

  .[IG[@C IJIHGE $HF\@C HXHHHH<K' *** 

#I *** .$FD$@C FIHGFE ?DF\@C HX"JDEF 

  .]EG[@C IFGHIj N" 
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Drills for Chapter 11, continued 
 

"3#hb-hc     ,9TRO4 6,BRL ,MUSIC      #c 

#AE' .[ #D4 ;?W[\ ]FE?[ ]$:? :DJ?[ 

  _$GH[HI W\[W ?[N@C ?<K "3 

 

               ,,DRILL #E 

 

                ,BASSES 

 

            ,MODERATO4 %#D4 

#A ^\VV\ \\\\ [VV[ [[[[ 

>,A> ^WVVW WWWW ?VV? ???? 

>,B> _:VV: :::: $VV$ $$$$ 

>,C> _:V?V WV[V \\\\ RU<K 

 

               ,,DRILL #F 

 

                 ,VIOL9 

 

           ,ANDANTINO4 %%%#I8 

#J x.FD .['@CIGHFGE ?E$E?J ?'@CDIJHIG 

  "]'$'X.FD .w'@CJHIGHF $E?E$G  

  .$'@CFDEJDJ ['@C[X<K' ***< 

#H' < X"IG .:'@CEJDIJH ]H[H]F ]'@CGEF" 

  %"DEJ W'['X"IG \'@CHFGEFD ?J[J?E 

  "?'@CDEDFEF ]'@C]x<K 
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Drills for Chapter 12 
 

"3#ib-ic     ,9TRO4 6,BRL ,MUSIC      #A 

 

          ,DRILLS = ,*APT] #AB 

 

               ,DRILL #A 

             ,ANDANTE4 <#D4 

#A ^:'CGC[C_: WC:^[C_: ^\C_:^]C_: 

  ^$%_?C:C^: $'CHCWC: ^]C_:^\C_: 

  ^[C_\$C%? ]C$C^S 

#I ^W'CEC]CW [CW\CW %]CW*]CW $CWICHC] 

  _['CGC:C^[ %?C[_:C^[ _$C^[_]C^[ 

  _\%?C:C^[ O'V<K 

 

               ,DRILL #B 

              ,VIVACE4 #C4 

#A .R'@C \C]C$ $$C\ N' SCW ?C:C$ $$C? R' 

  .[C\]C $:C? P"W N'<K "3 

 

               ,DRILL #C 

          ,UN POCO LENTO4 <#D4 

#J ^] Q@CGCCHID ^:'FCQ X_ECDCJW'CI 

  ^R@CHCCGFEC N@CDXX_E EC^FX_DDC^EX^JCC 

  ^S@CI_GFCE N@CDCC^EIHC ]@CGX<K' *%%% 

#I' %%% X*^GCFC<J S@CICCJDF ^]'HCS@C 

  ^II@CICCF@CF_D@CDCJ ?CCJI]C$ 
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Drills for Chapter 12, continued 
 

"3#ic       ,9TRO4 6,BRL ,MUSIC       #b 

  _:@CECCDJIHGC P@CF_EC^GcHc S@CIX<K 

 

               ,DRILL #D 

          ,UN POCO LENTO4 <#D4 

#J ^] ;BQ@CGHID ^:'FQ^2 X_ECDCJW'CI 

  ;B^R@CHGFE N^2@CDXX_E EC^FX_DDC^EX;B^J 

  ^S@CI_GFE^2 ;BN@CD^EIH ]@CG^2X<K' *%%% 

#I' %%% X*^GCFC<J ;BS@CIJDF ^]'HS@C 

  ^I^2;BI@CIF@CF_D@CDJ^2 ;B?JI]$^2 

  ;B_:@CEDJIHG P^2@CF_EC^GCHC S@CIX<K 

 

               ,DRILL #E 

        ,ALLEGRO MODERATO4 <<_C 

#A _WBC?A:C$ ]AC\[CW ?'ACEC$C]A \C[CWV 

  .WC[C\C] $LC:C?W1C [C\;B]$ :?W^2V<K 

 

               ,DRILL #F 

          ,Not TOO F∙st4 %%#C4 

#A "ECGCFCE:@C ECFCECD?@C DCECDCJW@C 

  _JCDCJCI[ ;BJIHJEF G_I@CS^2 W"$?C O'<K 
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Drills for Chapter 12, continued 
 

"3#id       ,9TRO4 6,BRL ,MUSIC       #c 

 

               ,DRILL #G 

           ,ANDANTINO4 <<<#C4 

#A X;B"JIJHJ^2 ;BGFEFGH^2 ;BIDJDEF^2 

  ;B.GCFFBCFLFBCFL^2 ;BGFHFHE P'@C $^2" 

#G' X;B*.FGH IHG<FED^2 ;B.J*IJ<IJH^2 

  ;B;DCJJCIICH^2 GCFCHF;DCJC ;P@CFX<K 

 

               ,DRILL #H 

           ,ALLEGRETTO4 %#F8 

#J "ICGCE \CCJ:F :JIHGC $CCHWD WHGHIC 

  "WCCH[EC "WCCIWH IGE$GC \'<K 

 

               ,DRILL #I 

           ,ALLEGRETTO4 %#F8 

#J "ICGCE ;B\J:F :JIHG ;B^2$HWD WHGHI 

  ;B^2"WH[E ;B^2"WIWH IGE$G \'^2<K 
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Drills for Chapter 13 
 

"3#∙jg      ,9TRO4 6,BRL ,MUSIC       #A 

 

          ,DRILLS = ,*APT] #AC 

 

               ,DRILL #A 

       ,TEMPO DI MENUETTO4 #D<#C4 

#J >STACCATO>P.FD WIDFG FEDJ? >MF.[HGFG 

  .$EDW >F.["JDEF ]\GF :?W [X" 

#H' >P' MOLTO LEGATO> <.HCGCFC ]XGCFCEC 

  .$X;BFED EGEJI<H^2 ]C<\C*\ >COME 

  PRIMA> >F"WIDFG [\" >RIT' E CR'> .] 

  .FDIDJH >FF"[V<K 

 

               ,DRILL #B 

            ,ALLEGRO4 <<#F8 

#J >NON LEGATO> >MF"EDJ EDJJEG >CR'"HGF" 

  "EFG ]GHGG >F"]X" >POCO A POCO ACCEL'> 

  >MP"GHI GHIJGE >CR''"DEFEFG \h>'"GFE 

  "?X" 

#H' >MOLTO VIVACE> >F"DIG >PI@U CR'> 

  "DIGGHI JDEFED >FF_WG"]_G "]" 

  >RIT'_GGHI >C_JJJW'@C>3 _WX<K 
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Drills for Chapter 13, continued 
 

"3#∙jg-AJh    ,9TRO4 6,BRL ,MUSIC     #B 

 

               ,DRILL #C 

  ,! or*e/r∙ tunes to ,'"!, ;2:ile ! b&1 

next door1 tunes to ,'<")_4 ,! 

cu/odi∙n1 9 ! h∙llw∙y 2t1 tunes 8 he>+ 

∙id to ,'m<k & :i/les 2t 8 tee? z he 

pu%es 8 broom ∙l;g4 "3 

 

               ,DRILL #d 

             ,ADAGIO4 %%%.C 

#A >F"[$[JCD :?$ECD T>P"\$ \ICJ?W :DCJ[" 

  >F.] $" >POCO RIT'> .:?JCI S'V<K' 

         ,ALLEGRO MA NON TROPPO4 

                ***<#C4 

#H X>PIZZ'>F"EGI.E"I .E"I.GFE%D E" 

  >P"EGI.E"I .E"I.HGFE %?VV 

#AC X>ARCO>F"EGI.E"I .E"I.IHGF ECJ" 

  >RALLEN'"ICHGCF OV<K 

 

               ,DRILL #e 

           ,LARGHETTO4 %%#C2 

#A V>P;B_$>C_:$]\>3 _[W^2V;B?W>D_[ 

  _\$]:$^2V V" >MENO P'> ;B_:$EDW[^2 

  >C;B^\[W?>3_:$^2 
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Drills for Chapter 13, continued 
 

"3#AJh      ,9TRO4 6,BRL ,MUSIC       #C 

#F V>MF;B_IH>C_]$:$^2 >D_?C:CP'V 

  >PP_]C:C>D_PV>P_]C >D_:C$CP'V 

  >D_OCP'>NIENTE'v<K 

 

               ,DRILL #f 

            ,ANDANTE4 <<<#D4 

#A X>DISTANT>PP"JJJW'J HCJJJ<DCJW 

  X>CLOSER>P"JHCJJC.FEJ DCIJJ>D"W'X 

#E X" >CLOSER YET> >MF>C.DJIJ.F>F.\@C 

  .HCFFCDFFDCF FCDDCJ" >RIT' E DIM'> 

  "JJJJ HCJJJWX>P'<.DC >D")<K 
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Drills for Chapter 14 
 

"3#AAh-∙∙i    ,9TRO4 6,BRL ,MUSIC     #A 

 

          ,DRILLS = ,*APT] #AD 

 

               ,DRILL #A 

                  <<#C4 

#A >FF'<B<B.8.8^\]$ <B.8:C>D'*^$C%] 

  88^HHI8HJCI >P^R' 

 

               ,DRILL #B 

                 %%%#F8 

#A >LEGGIERO.8.ICF8I">SIM'.HFH GFGEFE    

  .DFDJ.F"I HIJDEF N' 

 

               ,DRILL #C 

                  #E4 

#A >SOMEWHAT FREELY> ;B.S]\[ \]$:? 

  .:]P^2,/;B;? S:$]^2 _8OC_8NV "3 

 

               ,DRILL #D 

                  <#D4 

#J >MF'<'"H >C.8.8"GHIGH.8I>FF;8"W,/_<L 

  X>P'<'.DCICG>RIT'"HCFCECF Q'V 
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Drills for Chapter 14, continued 
 

"3#AAi      ,9TRO4 6,BRL ,MUSIC       #B 

 

               ,DRILL #E 

                  #F8 

#A >SUL TASTO> >PP'*'"N' *'.T' *'"O'  

  *'.S' V>ORDINARIO>MF'<B.HFCGCE  

  .FCDCEJCDCI JCH8IGCH8F >RIT' E DIM''>  

  8"EC8EC8E_8DC_8DC_8D>' "N'@C ?XVX 

 

                ,DRILL #F 

                 <<<#D4 

#∙ .8^FHJ.8H_DF.8^JE G.8EHJ.8.8G*IDI<K' 

  *<< "EDJG"DJI.8%G R'V 

 

                ,DRILL #G 

                   %.C 

#A >F'8.8.HXX8.8"H.8.$C8EX >FF,8.HX" 

  X,8_H.8_8\.8_8"? _(<L<K'<L 
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Drills for Chapter 15 
 

"3#Acd      ,9TRO4 6,BRL ,MUSIC       #A 

 

          ,DRILLS = ,*APT] #AE 

 

               ,DRILL #A 

            ,CON BRIO4 <<.C 

#A M>MF'8_J8E8G.8(!JM8E8D8J.8!(G 

  .zCDCE8"G.&CECF8"G.=C&C=ZDCJ 

#C X>P'8.&8YJC!MM>PP'8.E8D8J!C(CG      

  >C"ZCDCE8G&CECF8G>MF"=CFC>RIT'"G8E" 

  "YCF88ED .8W>F.8"W8.8.WV<K 

 

               ,DRILL #B 

         ,ALLA SICILIANA4 %#F8 

#J >MP_F H'C&CGH'C%ZCF GCHIWD J"&CZD" 

  _J!C(G F'C(G$" 

#D' >PP^J H'C)CIH'C_YCJ ICHG$>C'%^E 

  ^&CGHCIJCD)C%D%ECFGCH >MF>D_J'C(G" 

  >P_$<K' 

 

               ,DRILL #C 

               ?7#FJ #B4 

#A >F.8"E;B$GHIWDEF^<18]^2 M,8I,8G,8E" 

  ;B%.NEFGRGFE <&^288DEJ<Z<JD8I 

  M%"HC*J8IYC%IC%D8J ZC<feC*f" 
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Drills for Chapter 15, continued 
 

"3#Acd-Ace    ,9TRO4 6,BRL ,MUSIC     #B 

  .8.g;B$EDJ[HGF .8:^2V<K "3 

 

               ,DRILL #D 

       ,TEMPO DI MENUETTO4 <<<#C8 

#J .H ;D!=Z) (FH.DFH IHG (=&=H !H;DJIH 

  .)SR=&ZY Z"GJEGI )'[\=(&Z ?<K' 

 

               ,DRILL #E 

             ,GIOCOSO4 #B4 

#A X>F^H"DJ <1^H_IH<1^H _GF<1^H_E 

  _D<1^HJI (IJDZGFE N 

#G X>PP"EFE <1F^JD<1"E _EF<1"D_G 

  _H<1JIJ<1 DIJD _N<K 

 

               ,DRILL #F 

         ,LARGO CANTABILE4 %%.C 

#A >P.?CO@C>C,<1.O;BDEDTDEF G^2_8H" 

  >MF.P@C&FC*GC%G HCGC>D.R@C" 

  ,<1.R;BJIJSHGF >PP.Z^2<K' 
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Drills for Chapter 16 
 

"3#Adg      ,9TRO4 6,BRL ,MUSIC       #A 

 

          ,DRILLS = ,*APT] #AF 

 

               ,DRILL #A 

            ,ANDANTINO4 #C4 

#A >MF.8_?8$;B_5'=FGFG^2 .8\8[" 

  ;B_5'_)DJIJ^2 .8D88EDJI8H 

  ;B_5'.8_=HGHG$^2V 

#E >F'2.8"ECDCJ2.8DCJCI2.8JCICH 

  .8_I(C=C88FED8J .8[.8$28I8I8I .8[.8:" 

  ;B_5'^&GFEF G^2" >DIM' E RIT'> 

  ^==288FFF%G%H >P^[8_[V<K 

 

               ,DRILL #B 

       ,ANDANTE CANTABILE4 #D<.C 

#J >P_F "DD@C2DCECFDD@C2DCJCI FC*FCGC<H" 

  2*_HCICJJCH 

#C "$@C2FC*EC<E$@C2FCECD JC*JCDC<J" 

  _IJ@C2JCICH ;B2GFG2HGH['^2<K' 

 

               ,DRILL #C 

                 <<#D4 

#CA >F.J.EZ&GDE&YI T'<L@C" >AD LIB'> 

  ")EDJ.&EDG&ED.J!HGFZD;DJ!HG*F=H*FG" 
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Drills for Chapter 16, continued 
 

"3#Adg-Adh    ,9TRO4 6,BRL ,MUSIC     #B 

  .ZGD<F"SJ*JD%NEF*F]<L@C<K' 

#cc >A TEMPO> @C.G>F.)=Z&G"JEGJ Y)!(GF" 

  .EJ.&ZD T'V<K "3 

 

               ,DRILL #D 

           ,ALLEGRETTO4 %%#F8 

#J >F.H G'&ED'ZF G'&E_2'_8?_8: F'=HI'(G 

  _2'_8_8.$:_2'?_8] E'"=I.:X<K' #B4 

#F #B4 "IJDI JD2E'YJ DEFG 2H'=FI"I 

  .8.G.8F.8E<K' 

 

               ,DRILL #E 

         ,FLowing FREELY4 %#E4 

#A >PP"FCHC$@C&;BZ&!2HGF^2FCD,/ 

  >MP;B"F@C2&GH$@C&^2;BOPQR!" 

  2"H_3'=HG_3'(=&^2FCZCY,/ 

#C >P"ECGC[@C2I;BDFD>D"IG'Z^2 

  >PPP_TCR@CHX<K 

 

               ,DRILL #F 

                  #C4 

#CA X>RIT'.D"H&=HF ?'<LX<L>CADENZA" 

  <1"DFHFH.D<1"HJEJEHI<1<JIHGFED<J" 

  <1"I*JDEJH.\<L 
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Drills for Chapter 16, continued 
 

"3#Adh      ,9TRO4 6,BRL ,MUSIC       #C 

#CC >A TEMPO> .D&&HFFD E"((HIJH 

  .?2D"H.D2D"H.F OV 

 

               ,DRILL #G 

           ,CON FUOCO4 #D%#B2 

#A >MF_$^$\W _6_6'_FEFGFGHIHGHG FGHFGH" 

  _6'_GHIHIJ >C_IHGFEDW 

#E >F_?^$\_? %W2H%IJ?2*JDE $>C'22_HGF" 

  _EDJIHG >FF.8.8^FGH2IH.8G;8$;8$ ;8&<K 
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Drills for Chapter 17 
 

"3#Afe-Aff    ,9TRO4 6,BRL ,MUSIC     #A 

 

          ,DRILLS = ,*APT] #AG 

 

               ,DRILL #A 

        ,MODERATO E MARCATO4 #C4 

#A >F_?XD^\ 7 7 _?XD^] RV >MF^WXJ\ 

  >C'7#C >FF^?$\ _7 _NV<K 

 

               ,DRILL #B 

           ,ALlA GiGUE4 %#F8 

#J >PIZZ'>P_EFG HJHIGI >DIV'_HGFEFG<> 

  _HIJDJI >UNIS'_\E$D :" 

#D' >F_EEDJ IGIHJH >DIV'^IHGFGH<>^IJDEDJ 

  >UNIS'^[J?F :J?F 7 :EDJI \X 

 

               ,DRILL #C 

        ,ANDANTE CANTABILE4 <.C 

#J >P'2"IC.ECG \@C2HCGCF:@C2ECDCJ 7@C 

  22"JICHICHCGFCECF2GCHCI [@C2[CHC]" 

#D' 2"JCECH W@C)CICHCI\@C(CGCFCH 7 "3 

  2.GCFCE2DCJCIHCJI'C( S@CIX<K' 
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Drills for Chapter 17, continued 
 

"3#Aff      ,9TRO4 6,BRL ,MUSIC       #B 

 

               ,DRILL #D 

         ,LENTO E DOLCE4 %%#C4 

#J >PP"ECF GCI@CICGF'CZ 

  >SOLO'VV>P.E'C&<>>ALTRI;B"EFGH]^2 

  .];ECDJ'C!<>"ICHC]C\ .[C]ECF<> 

  ;B"GFEF]^2 .GCI@CICGF'CZ<>;B"IHGE[^2 

  .O>PP"ICH<>"GCFC:>PP"ECF 

#G >TUTTI"].ECDJ'C! [c]>RIT'"ECF 

  "GCI@CICGF'CZ O<K' 

 

               ,DRILL #E 

             ,VIVACE4 <<#B4 

#A >MF'88_(IJD: "7 .(GFE8? "7 

  >F"ZCFCGC%G.8\ 7 ;B.8%=HIJ?^2 

#H ;B.8.YJIH%]^2 >ACCEL'7 7 ;7 >C.HJHE 

  >PRESTO>FF"7 _)JHH)JEE .8\V _7 7<K 

 

               ,DRILL #F 

            ,SOLEMNLY4 %#C4 

#A >P"\'G$@C >DIV'"P;B\<>;B":?W@C 

  "[\]@C<>_T[ "GF%O<>_RJI "P^2V<>_R^2v 

#F >UNIS'>PP;B"\'G$ :'DW^2 

  >DIV'_TC?@C<>_[C\C[ "nCw<>7 
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Drills for Chapter 17, continued 
 

"3#Aff      ,9TRO4 6,BRL ,MUSIC       #C 

  _TV<>_RV<K' 
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Drills for Chapter 18 
 

"3#Ah∙      ,9TRO4 6,BRL ,MUsIC       #A 

 

          ,DRILLS = ,*APT] #AH 

 

               ,DRILL #A 

           ,GRAZIOSO4 %%%#I8 

#J >MF_F ;B['@CIGHIJI^2 ;BW'@CJHIJDJ^2 

  #1 >C;B_JDE>F"$'@CFDJ^2 >D"?CJ[CH]CF 

#F >P>C'#1-2 >MF;B"?'@CDIJDED^2 ECFCG" 

  "FCGCFECDCJ DCJCI>C_HCGCHFCGCH 

  >F_ICHCG$CE?CJ S'V<K' 

 

               ,DRILL #B 

           ,GRAZIOSO4 %%%#I8 

#J >MF_F ;B['@CIGHIJI^2 ;BW'@CJHIJDJ^2 

  #B#A >C;B_JDE>F"$'@CFDJ^2 >D"?CJ[CH]CF 

  >P>C'#E#B 

#H >MF;B"?'@CDIJDED^2 ECFCGFCGCFECDCJ 

  "DCJCI>C_HCGCHFCGCH >F_ICHCG$CE?CJ 

  ^S'V<K' 
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Drills for Chapter 18, continued 
 

"3#Ah∙      ,9TRO4 6,BRL ,MUsIC       #B 

 

               ,DRILL #C 

             ,ANDANTE4 <#B4 

#A >F"ICH8G8H .8I8I[ .8H8H\ .8IC8D? #1 

  .8"IH.8II .8HHICH ]'X 

#I >P.#1-4 #1 .8"II.8IG .8HCD8E8F 

  .8"G.8I.8GX 

#AG >P_#1-4 >PP_#1-2 >RIT'>PPP_#1-2 

  8_H8HICH Q<K 

 

               ,DRILL #D 

             ,ANDANTE4 <#B4 

#A >F"ICH8G8H .8I8I[ .8H8H\ .8IC8D? #D#A 

  .8"IH.8II .8HHICH ]'X >P.#H#D 

  >F"ICH8G8H .8II.8IG .8HCD8E8F 

  .8"G.8I.8GX 

#AG >P_#1-4 >PP_#1-2 >RIT'>PPP_#1-2 

  8_H8HICH Q<K 
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Drills for Chapter 18, continued 
 

"3#Ahb      ,9TRO4 6,BRL ,MUIIC       #C 

 

               ,DRILL #E 

          ,ALLA MARCIA4 <<<_C 

#A >PIZZICATO>P_$:?W ?W?: #1-2 #1-2 

  _$\]^W ?:$V 

#I >ARCO>P;B_?C*W?C: $C*$]C\^2 ;B#9 

  *_$C]C\^2^\ >MP'#9-10 ;B#9 _?C<W[C\^2 

#AG >MF;B^]C*$]C\ [C*[WC?^2 ;B#17 

  >C^WC[\C]^2 

#BA >MARCATO>F^$]\[ \[\] #21-22 

  >C'#21-22 >FF^$?:[ \]$V<K 

 

               ,DRILL #F 

          ,ALLA MARCIA4 <<<_C 

#A >PIZZICATO>P_$:?W ?W?: #B #B _$\]^W 

  _?:$V 

#I >ARCO>P;B_?C*W?C: $C*$]C\^2 ;B#B#A 

  *_$C]C\^2^\ >MP'#D#B ;B#9 _?C<W[C\^2 

#AG >MF;B^]C*$]C\ [C*[WC?^2 ;B#B#A 

  >C^WC[\C]^2 

#BA >MARCATO>F^$]\[ \[\] #B >C'#B 

  >FF^$?:[ \]$V<K 
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Drills for Chapter 18, continued 
 

"3#Ahb      ,9TRO4 6,BRL ,MUIIC       #D 

 

               ,DRILL #G 

            ,ANDANTE4 <<#B4 

#A >p;B.E'&EE $:^2 ;B?W D'YEJ :?^2 #1-3 

  .D'ZJI ?W^2 >F'#1-10 

#BA >MF;B"G'(GG H'!HH I')II JDE^2X 

#BE >F;B.F'=FF E'&:^2 ;BD'ZJI ?W^2 

  >P'#21-24 #25-28<K 

 

               ,DRILL #h 

            ,ANDANTE4 <<#B4 

#A >P;B.E'&EE $:^2 ;B?W D'YEJ :?^2 #E#C 

  .D'ZJI ?W^2 >F'#AJ 

#BA >MF;B"G'(GG H'!HH I')II JDE^2X 

  >F;B.F'=FF E'&:^2 ;BD'ZJI ?W^2 >P'#H#D 

  #H#D<K 
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Drills for Chapter 19 
 

"3#Aie-∙if    ,9TRO4 6,BRL ,MUSIC     #A 

 

          ,DRILLS = ,*APT] #AI 

 

               ,DRILL #A 

             ,ANIMATO4 %#B4 

#A >F'8;8_F7V >MF'8.8_D77X .8J_FC%ECF 

  >RIT'7 7 >D^[<L7,/ 

#G >A TEMPO> >F'8;8^F_7V >MF'8.8^D_7"7X 

  .8_J"FC%ECF ^7 >RIT'.8^JFC%ECF >C^#C#A 

  >FF_[<L>P^7,/ 

#AD >MENO MOSSO> >MF_8_HC8F7 _8DC8%E7 

  _8_FDCJCD ^HCGCFX >DIM' E RIT'> 7 7 

  _8^D8D7 >PP>C^P@C >D'7@C 7@C>4 7<K "3 

 

               ,DRILL #B 

            ,VIVACE4 %%%#D4 

#A >F_ICJCDF"7 .ICJCDFECJCHF GZC&C7C" 

  .G(C=CF=C(C IFCECD"7 _WV7 

#F #1-2 .GZC&C7CG(C!CJ!C( ICDCFDJCHCFE 

  .DCJCIFDCJCIH II777 S@CIXV<K 

 

               ,DRILL #C 

       ,MURMURing DRe∙MILY4 %#F8 

#A >PP>C;B"Z'Q%RGHG7'^2>D'7>4 
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Drills for Chapter 19 , continued 
 

"3#Aif-∙ig    ,9TRO4 6,BRL ,MUSIC     #B 

  ;B"Z'Q%RGHG7^2;BPEFE7Y<)^2 

#C >C;B"Z=2%(GH2%!HI^2>D'7>4 

  ;B%"(&2ZFD7^2;B2ZFG7&Y^2 #C4 

#E #C4 ;B"Z'Q%RGHG^2;BRghgZ'Q^2;BRGHG7^2 

  ;B%"(&22ZFD^2;BZFDZFG^2;B2ZFG&y^2 

  >D'<_T'<K "3 

 

               ,DRILL #D 

           ,ANDANTINO4 %%#I8 

#J >P.ECF ;B=EDEF"I^2"7;B_)DEFGH^2 

  ;B"!JDEFH^2;B=EDEFG^2;B(FEFGH^2 

  >C.!CGCEICGCE.)CGCE.JCGCE;B&GHIJD^2 

#D >F;B;Z.IHGFE^2.7"&CDCI"FCDCI 

  >RIT' E DIM'> ;B"Z_!77^2;B"ZJEJDE^2" 

  ;B"&DFDJD^2 >P"O'@CE<K' 

 

               ,DRILL #E 

        ,TEMPO DI BOLERO4 <<#C4 

#A ^J==77 _D^==7I== #B ^JYZFZY7 7#C 

  ^J!(_DFG^G H&ZDFG_G #B ^JYZFG2FED 7 7 

  2_DEF2GHG2FED WXJ2GGG _?XD2^GGG 

  ^J')JJ2JJJ T'<K 
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Drills for Chapter 20 
 

"3#B∙d      ,9TRO4 6,BRL ,MUSIC       #A 

 

          ,DRILLS = ,*APT] #BJ 

 

               ,DRILL #A 

                 <<#F8 

#A ''' _HIJ?'@C #1"DEDJHI W'@CJX%G<2 

  #2@C"DED:D W'@CJXX<K >,FINE> ** 

#AI ** X_JIHGF ''' "?J[J ?'@CDXX<K' 

  >D'C'> << 

 

               ,DRILL #B 

                  <#C4 

#A ''' .:C%?C$ O" +L *.? [.]"[ ''' "W":$ 

  "Q'<K' >D'C' AL +L> 

 

               ,DRILL #C 

                 <<<#B4 

#A ''' #1"\'G P<2 #2"\'G R<2 #3"\'I T 

 

               ,DRILL #D 

                 %%#B4 

#A ''' ^S 

#BH + ^:$ ]\ [<LW \[ O<L<K'<L ''' ^]\ 

  ^[%[ T<L<K' >D'S' AL <K'<L> 
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Drills for Chapter 20, continued 
 

"3#B∙d-B∙e    ,9TRO4 6,BRL ,MUSIC     #B 

 

               ,DRILL #E 

                  #D4 

#A ''' .N<T S<K'" +L >AL CODA> *"T NO & 

  ''' .QP O<L<K' >D'S' AL +L> 

>,CODA> 

#BF' .R OQ PO Y Y<K "3 

 

               ,DRILL #F 

                 <<#F8 

#J .GE <7"WIWD :DWG .$FEDE ?'@CDGE #D#B 

  .$EDJD #1.:'CJ.GE<2 #2"W'X"<K >,FINE> 

#I' <7"IJ ?E7 $EDEF ]G7 ]'X<2 

#AC' .FG \H$F 7 ]G:E $F?D ]G:E GFEFED 

  "WJ7 W'@CJ<K' >D'C' AL ,FINE> 
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Drills for Chapter 21 
 

"3#BBh      ,9TRO4 6,BRL ,MUSIC       #A 

 

          ,DRILLS = ,*APT] #BA 

 

               ,DRILL #A 

                  <#F8 

#J <'^E <BE%DEGI_E 6$'C]X $'^BB[' 

  ":'\'^B G^LF^LE^L?J 6['*6['@C 

  _['5(C5!C5*)%DEF ]CFC:<K' 

 

               ,DRILL #B 

                  %#C4 

#J 5%.HC8[ 5%HC8[77 4_T"[ \C,4]C,4$ 

  "O;B55PQR5SJD^2 4L:.W'CI HcFcEcJIC.E 

  "5.$CO"5DCW "5\CS<K' 

 

               ,DRILL #C 

                   .C 

#J "6.\ H'=&EDE;6L$M"STNEFG ;6\H'=&ZYZFE 

  "6L.NV 

 

               ,DRILL #D 

                 %%#C4 

#A >FF^T'.1O' >D^T'.1N' *6T' T@C>P^JX 

  >MF'5^=C5(C5!_8\5_(C5=C5&_8]" 
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Drills for Chapter 21, continued 
 

"3#BBh      ,9TRO4 6,BRL ,MUSIC       #B 

  55_SCRCQC5R_8[ >CR'4%_[W,4%W %,%,4?X" 

#G' >F"F_JH JGEGED >D.8^T'^1 >PP^T<LV<K 
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Drills for Chapter 22 
 

"3#Bdc-Bdd    ,9TRO4 6,BRL ,MUSIC     #A 

 

          ,DRILLS = ,*APT] #BB 

 

               ,DRILL #A 

                 %%#B4 

9,BAA19 BLACK SHEEP1 HAVE YOU ANY WOOL8 

  _:: [[ JJ7 S 

9,YES1 SIR19 THREE BAGS FULL3 

  _\\ ]] $$ O 

,ONE FOR MY MASTER AND ONE FOR MY DAME1 

  _:EE [II WJJ ['" 

AND ONE FOR THE NAUGHTY BOY THAT 

  _I \HH GG7 

LIVES IN THE LANE4 

  _$FF O<K "3#bdd 

 

               ,DRILL #B 

             ,MODERATO4 <.C 

,I DREAM OF ,JEANNIE WITH THE LIGHT 

  .: ?'IJIHG IX" 

BROWN HAIR1 ,BORNE LIKE A VAPOUR 

  "DCEQ ]HI.]: 

ON THE SUMMER AIR2 

  .D'!HGR 
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Drills for Chapter 22, continued 
 

"3#Bdd      ,9TRO4 6,BRL ,MUSIC       #B 

 

               ,DRILL #C 

            ,WITH GUSTO4 %_C 

9,SCOTLAND'S BURNING69 9,LOOK OUT69 

  "::\\ 7 ST 7 

#C9,FIRE69 9,POUR ON WATER69 

  .OO 7 "::\\ 7<K 

 

               ,DRILL #D 

                 <<<#D4 

,CHRIST THE ,LORD IS RIS'N TODAY1 

  "$\W$ [??CW 

,ALLELUJA6 

  "HCCIJFC[HCI \C]P 

 

               ,DRILL #E 

                  <#F8 

,THIS IS THE WAY WE 99WASH OUR CLOTHES19 

  "GGG]I ?I]' \H\' $E?' 

,THIS IS THE WAY WE WASH OUR CLOTHES1 

  "GGG]I ?I]" 

ON ,MONDAY MORNING EARLY4 

  "G \HDCEF ]'7<K' 
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Drills for Chapter 22, continued 
 

"3#Bdd-Bde    ,9TRO4 6,BRL ,MUSIC     #C 

,,REFRAIN #D9,DANCE9 AROUND THe ROSY2 

  "W'7 ['7 \G\I \'7 

#D9,DANCE9 AROUND THE RING4 

  "W'7 ['7 \D:F Q'<K "3#bde 

7#B7 ,THiS IS THE WAY WE 99IRON OUR 

  CLOTHES19 ,THiS IS THE wAY WE IRON OUR 

  CLOTHES1 ON ,TUESDAY MORNING EARLY4 

  ,,REFRAIN 

 

              ,DRILL #F 

                 <#C4 

#A ,MY COUNTRY1 'TIS OF THEE1 

  >P>C_GCH[W>3 "??? 

,SWEET LAND OF LIBERTY1 

  _]":: ?%?: 

,OF THEE ,I SING6 

  >D_W[\ >C_Q',/ 

>,A> 

#G ,LAND where my f∙thers died1 

  >pp"??? ?'J[ M 

pilgrims' pride1 

  >mf"?%?: 
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Drill for Chapter 23 
 

          ,,AMERICANA ,,MEDLEY       P#A 

 

              ,,GIAN ,,DOE 

 

               ,FOR ,BAND 

 

         #AST ,B-FLAT ,TRUMPETS 

 

  ,WITH ,PERMISSION OF THE ,PUBLISHERS 

           ,GIAN ,DOE ,PRESS 

                ,ANYTOWN 

            ,COPYRIGHT #BJJJ 

 

 

 ,TRANSCRIBED IN ,MUSIC ,BRAILLE1 #BJJA 

         ,BY ,MARY ,BRAILLIST 

          ,ANYCITY1 ,ANYSTATE 

        ,DRILL FOR ,CHAPTER #BC 

            ,INTRODUCTION TO 

     ,BRAILLE ,MUSIC ,TRANSCRIPTION 

 

         ,METHOD3 ,SINGLE-,LINE 

 

            ,IN ,ONE ,VOLUME 

    ,BRAILLE ,PAGES P#A-P#B AND #A-C 
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Drill for Chapter 23, continued 
 

           ,DOE1 ,AM]4 ,M$LEY        P#B 

 

        ,,TRANSCRIBer'S ,,NOTES 

 

  ,this IS A NONFACSIMILE TRANSCRIPtioN4 

 

,M>Y ,BRAILLI/ 

#ABCD ,FIF? ,/REET 

,ANYC;Y1 ,ANY/ATE #FGHIJ 

,M>* #E1 #BJJA 
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Drill for Chapter 23, continued 
 

"3#C      ,,AMerICANA ,,MedLEY        #A 

 

         ,ANDANTE MAESTOSO4 .C 

#J >F.8.8"\ [?"\.: .8N@CDX<K' 

>,A> 

#B' >MF"\ \'F$\ \'E:$ _8_8]\[_8W R'\ 

  "\'F$\ \'E:_8_8.: %?:$_8"[ .O'>F"\ 

#AA + .$'F:? ?'CJW? :W[\ .N'? ?'CI[>C.? 

  .?'C"H\" 

#AF' >FF"\ +L >TO CODA> .8.8"[?"\.8.: 

  >D.P'>MF.: >RIT' E DIM'> .N'C<W 

  "S'C\<K' <#C4 

>,B> 

#BA <#C4 >LO STESSO TEMPO> >PP"QV #DM 

#Bf V>SOLO>P"8"8"GHI"8J _8?77 ?'CJC[ 

  _8"W77 W'CIC\ [JCI>C"HCG #D4  

  >RITARD'"['CJC>MF.?<L" 

#CB' >A TEMPO> >TUTTI>P.ECJ #C4 >D"S'C 

  "R' >ACCEL''>C"QC%] \C%\C[ #B4 "W[ 

  "\]<K' << 

>,C> 

#CI << <7" >con moto> >F-P'88"JJD8E 
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Drill for Chapter 23, continued 
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Drill for Chapter 23, continued 
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